Football season
ends;
cramming begins!
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There are less than
two weeks
until exams!
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Tigers Close Best Season With 24-23 Bowl Win
New Registration Will Start On
February 3?4; Order Ss Given
♦

VICKERY GIIXESPIE
METZ
Gillespie draws "Z", the initial of the men who will register
first in February's registration. There are only two men whose
last names begin with "Z". Registrar G. E. Metz and Assistant
Registrar K. N. Vickery look on. .

Tom Cole, Clemson Market Chief,
Named Agricultural Man Of Year
Tom A. Cole, chief, Clemson^
Extension Division of Markets, .combined shipping point inspecColumbia, has been named "Man- tion work with the regular exof-the-Year in Service to South tension marketing activities, and
Carolina Agriculture." This honor Tom has demonstrated that eduwas awarded by The Progressive cation and service work go toFarmer, widely circulated farm gether in marketing. We are cermagazine. The selection was tainly happy to see him honored
based uyon his untiring efforts for his outstanding success in this
in behalf of better marketing for combined effort," the director de■farmers of South Carolina.
clares.
Mr. Cole holds a rather unique
Mr. Cole is a native of Moore
position in marketing, work, in County, North Carolina, and a
this state. He is not only charged graduate of North Carolina State
with responsibility of Federal- College. Before becoming chief
State inspection work for fruits, •of the Clemson Extension Marketvegetables, and other farm prod- ing Division in 1941, he served- as
ucts, but also of the educational county agent in Moore County,
program to train and help pro- North Carolina; had overseas
ducers meet requirements. In duty - in an Aero Squadron in
addition to these duties he has World War I; served with the
during the year worked with a USDA Federal-State Inspection
state-wide committee provided Service; and as agent in marketby act of the state legislature to ing for the Clemson Extension
study the needs for better market Service.
facilities for farm products in the
Other South Carolina agriculstate. Also, he is serving as a ture leaders who have previously
member of a national extension received "Man - of - The - Year"
marketing committee set up by awards from The Progressive
the Association of Land-Grant Farmer include: Davjd R. Coker,
Colleges and Universities to study Dr. H. P. Cooper, D. W. Watkins,
ways and means of improving Verd Peterson, H. A. Smith, H.
marketing of the farm crops of P. Fulmer, Julian H. Seaborough,
the nation under the Federal Re- Dr. R. F. Poole, Dr. G. H. Aull,
search and Marketing Act of E. C. McArthur, and Dr., George
1946. In all of these duties he is J. Wilds.
rendering outstanding and permanent service to agriculture.
"Tom has always maintained Sefick And Higdon
that the marketing problem be- Return To Clemson
gins before the crop is planted,
and includes selection of proper
H. J. Sefick, associate professor
varities and planting dates to of horticulture; and R... J. Higdon,
nieet market conditions; proper assistant horticulturist of the
fertilization and cultural prac- South Carolina Experiment Statices; disease and insect control; tion, have returned to Clemson
as well as proper methods in ( after completing the fall quarter
harvesting, grading, processing, at Michigan State College at East
and packing at harvest time," was Lansing.
the comment of D. W. Watkins, i Both did graduate work toward
director, Clemson Extension Ser- | advanced degrees in horticulture
vice, when told of Mr. Cole's se- during the three months they
lection.
were away.
"The real marketing problem
in this state is to get farmers to
MILES GETTING DEGREE | ,
realize that they need not expect
Mr. James F. Miles, associate
to market small amounts of ir- agricultural economist at Clemregular, ungraded farm produce son, is doing work toward his Ph.
at a profit. In this state we have D. degree at Cornell University.

Bob Johnson Wins Out In Close
Race For Freshman Presidency
Bob Johnson, animal husbandry fresh,
man of Sumter, won the presidency of
the Freshman Class by defeating Sammy
Minis, textile engineering freshman oil
Baton Rouge, La., in the run-off electionj
held on Friday, December 17.
Minis and Johnson were tied with 128
voles each in the first race, which was
held Tuesday, December 14.
Most of the Johnson supporters managed to get back to the polls for the second race, giving their candidate 127 votes
one less than his previous total. However, only 85 of Minis' hackers returned
to vote in the all-important final balloting, and Johnson took the post with a
two-thjrds majority.

Registration for the second semester will be organized on an
appointment basis, with each student notified in advance by mail
concerning the hour and day he
is to report to the Main Building
for registration material according to Registrar G. E. Metz. The
student will then proceed to the
Field House to register for classes
in the usual manner.
This decision, along with other
important decisions concerning
the registration process, was
made by the registrar and the
deans of the various schools at
a meeting held just prior to the
Christmas holidays. ' The regis-

Registration Schedule
Thursday, Feb. 3, at
Graduating
Others
Seniors
8:30 Z, K, I, F, E, W
Z, K, I
9:00 X, J, V, T, M, N
, F, E
9:30 ' S, B
W
10:00 C, tr, P, H
X, J
10:30 L, G, R, A, D, Q, Y, O V, T
11:00
M
113:0
N
12:00
S
2:00
B
2:30
C
3:00
U. P
3:30
H
4:00
L
Friday, February 4, at
8:30
G
9:00
R
9:30
A
10:00
D, Q, Y, O
The hour and date given
above indicate the time of each
student's appointment. MatrieI ulation may be completed in
! advance, beginning on Janu| ary 17, and must be completed
| prior to registration.
I
'
tration problem was referred to
this committee by the deans and
; directors of the college.
In establishing the appointI ment system, the biggest problem
i was that of deciding what scheme
j to use in designating the time
each student would be allowed ■ to
j begin his registration. In dis! cussing this 'matter, it was the
| consensus of opinion of the deans
and the registrar that, except for
(Continued on Page 3)

Dr. Taylor Goes
ToMeetlnN.Y.
Dr. R. Taylor, professor of
English, attended a meeting of
the Modern Language Association
at the Statler Hotel in New York
on December 28, 29, and 30.
The association was formed for
the purpose of scholarship and
interpretation of English literature.
Papers were read on various
phases of literature from Beowolf to James Joyce.
"Attendance this year was
larger than it has been in many
years, if not in the history of the
association," said Dr. Taylor. He
added that the organization has a
membership of between five and
six thousand within the United
States and Canada.'

McKinley Will Not
Be Able To Play
For Mid-Winters
Central Dance Association
President Johnny Klettner has
received a telegram from Howard Sinnott of General Artists
Corporation, which reads in
part as follows:
"Forced to cancel Ray McKinley February eleventh and
twelfth due to Paramount
Theatre committment and options."
The message went on to state
that there is an excellent possibility of arranging for any
one of the several other orchestras, all just as well-known and
as well-liked as the McKinley
group. Klettener says that the
band chosen will be announced
as soon as the contract is drawn
and signed.
STEPP COMPLETES

JOHNSON

STUDY

Dr. J. M. Stepp of the department of agricultural economics
and rural sociology has just completed a study of industrial development in four Southern
.states for the National Planning
Association,

Defeat Of Missouri
Shows Team Power
■'

■■■■.■:■

:

■
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By Bob Bradley
Jacksonville—Clemson 24, Missouri 23.
That was the final reading of the scoreboard last Saturday afternoon after Clemson and Missouri had finished
the fourth annual Gator Bowl classic in Jacksonville. For
the Tigers from the Blue Bidge, it was the whipped cream
of a perfect season. For Missouri, it was a hard-dealt defeat
for a team that had knocked off big Midwest powerhouses
in rapid succession, in addition to the Southwest Conference leader, Southern Methodist.
—♦

Clemson entered the game a
seven point underdog. Coach Don
Faurot .of Missouri could not understand why the experts picked
his Tigers over a group that had
won ten straight over the season.
The "bookies" said that Missouri
First Lt. Waldo N. Blackmon, a
had played a much tougher scheClemson '48 graduate, has recentdule. Despite the fact that Clemly been promoted to the permanson had downed ten opponents
ent grade of first lieutenant in the including Mississippi State, BosRegular Air Force at the 338th ton College, and Wake Forest,
Reconnaissance Squadron, Clark
most experts figured they could
Air Force Base in th* Philippines, not stand the Mid-West compeaccording to an Air' Force press tition.
release. Lieutenant Blackmon has
As Arnold Fennefrock of the
been on duty in the islands for
Jacksonville
Times-Union put it
approximately
four
months.
.
Clemson's powerful fullback, Fred Cone, plunges to the one-foot line to set the stage for the
Tigers' first touchdown against the Missouri Tigers in the 'Gator Bowl.
He has recently returned to after the game, "It is high time
duty with his squadron after fully that Clemson is being recognized
recovering from injuries received as one of the major football
while ^rescuing baggage and val- powers."
Sixteen seniors finished off
uable equipment from the plane
which ditched off the southern a glorious career for Clemson
Vocational dedications will be*
coast of Luzon in ten feet of last Saturday. Bobby Gage
the emphasis of all programs
water. He was a passenger re- masterminded the Tigers to
sponsored by the' B. S. U. next
turning to Clark Field after com- their win. It was at Fred
week. Beginning with the openpleting his assignment in New Cone's suggestion that a field
ing exercises in Sunday1 School
Guinea. The plane was ditched goal was tried. This is almost
on Sunday, January 9, and conan hour before dawn and Lt. out of Clemson's scoring books.
tinuing through the week, variThe Clemson Faculty Hand- j Blackmon managed to save most One had not been successfully
Students taking freshman ous aspects of vocational opporof
the
ha
SS^ge and valuable completed in several seasons.
courses will not be allowed more tunity and decision will be fea- book of Information as published'
,
,,
.
! equipment after the crew was
Bob Martin, senior p blocking
Faculty members will by the college m September ac- ; gafe on shore_ By uging twQ four.
than one unauthorized cut, re- tured.
back, displayed the hardest tackspeak
at
morning
watch
each
gardless of class standing, bequired some measure of national man life rafts, witR the hel-p of ling seen this season. In the line,
morning at 7:20.
prominence during the past few | the radio operator, he was able Frank Gillespie, Ray Clanton,
ginning with the second semester.
'"Lewis Malphrus,
marketing
The deans and directors an- specialist with the Extension weeks. Special mention of the ] to make 1uick triPs to shore be- Tom Salisbury, Phil Prince, John
Poulos, and Oscar Thompson playnounced that any student enroll- Service, will begin the series of handbook was made in the De- fore the plane submerged.
Lt. Blackmon, son of Mr. and ed their best game of the year.
ed in a course with a catalogue morning watch services in the cember issue of the College and Mrs. John M. Blackmon of Rock Ray Mathews, sophomore "Old
number within' the one hundred Barracks Chapel. Each of the University Bulletin published by Hill, South Carolina. At present Faithful" in the backfield, along
talks will present the implication
series, will be authorized only one of Christianity in various voca- the Department of Higher Educa- he is awaiting the arrival in the with Cone, displayed the most
class absence in that subject. tions. On Tuesday, Gregory tion of the National Education islands of his wife, the former consistent running of the day.
Miss Norma Fay Bridges, daughMore than one authorized absence Hughes, instructor in engineering Association, and a number of ter of Mrs. J. E. Bridges of Rock Mathews had 73 yards to his
credit, and Cone racked up 74.
requests
have
been
received
from
drawing,
will
speak
with
Mr.
W.
will result in the student's being
Hill.
Cone Scores Twice
other colleges for copies of the
C.
Bowen,
associate
professor
of
dropped from the course.
Cone came through with two
vocational education, speaking on handbook.
touchdowns, Poulos snared a
This rule applies regardless of Wednesday. Associate Professor
The publication of such a handGage pass for another, and Jack
the academic standing of the stu- of Chemistry F. I. Brownley will book was recommended to' the
Miller put three perfect placedent concerned. That is, a student close the series on Friday morn- general faculty last June by the
ments through the uprights, plus
ing.
Dean
of
Arts
and
Sciences
local chapter of the American
enrolled in a freshman subject
an all important field goal.
F. M. Kinard is tentatively sche- Association of University ProfesTally S. Fox, a former co-editor
will be under freshman class atHarold "Bus" Entsminger of
duled to speak on Thursday. sors, and after the recommenda- of The Tiger, recently accepted
tendance regulations for that David Foster is in charge of the tion was adopted by the faculty, the newly-created position of as- Missouri showed the some 36,subject.
Barracks Chapel programs. The a committee was appointed to sistant secretary of the Green- 000 fans that he was all his
Barracks Chapel is in room 142 edit the publication. Faculty ville Chamber of Commerce, and press notices had said. His oneman performance in the backof First Barracks.
members serving on the com- is now serving in that capacity.
Training Union, sponsored by mittee included Dr. T. B. Alex- He finished Clemson with an arts field kept the Clemson fans
BSU, meeting at Church time on ander, Mr. M. B. Carmichael, Mr. and sciences degree last Febru- guessing all afternoon. He was
Wednesday, 'will continue voca- C. B. Green; Dr. J. H. Langston, ary,, and from that time until he dangerous running or passing.
Bands from 20-odd schools in
tional consideration with a talk Dr. R. W. Rutledge, and Mr. J. E. took over his new duties last
Florida
furnished color for the
by a faculty member or some Shigley.
V
week he was a reporter for the game both before the opening
other guest speaker on Factors in
In addition to serving as a Greenville Piedmont.
kickoff and during halftime. The
Chamber President E. E. Scott Landon majorettes displayed preThe Music Room of the Clem- Vocational Decisions. Sources of convenient reference bulletin on
vocational guidance and coun- items of special interest to the called Fox's appointment "anson College Library now has a seling will be 'presented at that i faculty' as compiled from the by- other step in the expansion of the cision drill during halftime, at
which time the Queen of the GaColumbia Microgroove (Long time also.
\ laws of the Board of Trustees, trade body and its efforts to protor Bowl was crowned. The
Literature
valuable
in
selecting
i
the
college
catalog,
and
numerous
Playing) Record Player and one
vide better service to the com- Clemson Senior Platoon was
full album of long-playing records a vocation has been collected by ] other sources, the handbookN fur- munity."
given part of the halftime, but
the College Library and will be j nishes information concerning
Fox will aid Win Whitnell as had to leave the field before givwhich contain popular tunes,
featured in the library during the | recreational facilities and service assistant secretary of the Chamclassics, jmd light classics. One
week. A special exhibit of books i organizations of the Clemson ber, and will serve as secretary of ing any of its fanciest drill. Imlong-playing record side plays 22
mediately after the game, they
on vocational opportunities will community,
the Retail Merchants' Bureau.
minutes, whereas the old-style be on display at the Baptist
took the field again and got a
discs run for five or less; there- Church also. Conferences can be
tremendous applause at the confore, the new album is equivalent arranged with the church staff
clusion of the drill.
to approximately four and one- and the help of faculty members
Clemson Scores Early
half conventional albums.
Missouri found that Clemson
will be enlisted for all students
"I Can Hear It Now," a chroni- desiring such,
was determined on the third play
of the game. After two running
cle of the war and the years of
Dedicated Vocations is an anplays had netted seven yards,
crisis from 1935 to 1945 as given nual feature in the BSU program.
Atlanta's WSB announces that Lloyd Brinkman of Missouri
in the broadcasts of various im- Plans are now being made for an
the popular late evening musical fumbled, and Bob Martin pounced
portant events, selling as a com- increase in the program of voprogram "Platter Party" will be on the precious oval only 19 yards
plete album of old-style records, cational .counseling during such
dedicated to Clemson for an en from the goal.
fills only one long-play record. an emphasis early in the 1949
.tire week beginning Tuesday eveTwo running plays moved the
This record is available at the fall term.
ning, January 11.
ball closer to the double stripes. :■
Music Room.
Also found in the -new album
Bob Watson, the "Platter and an interference p e n a lt y^
are excerpts from "Show Boat," Ag Ec Department
Party" host and originator of the placed the pigskin on the one-t
by the Show Boat chorus and orthree - year - old broadcast, has, yard marker. Cone made it over/
,,,,,,■,„..
'■-•■.
Jack Miller:
chestra; ten popular tunes by the Issues Yule Booklet
asked
that all campus orgamza, on
. ,the
■ ,,.second
■ " ■.. • try.
■ j
made
the
first
of
three
converLes Brown orchestra; Songs of
A "Merry Christmas and Happy
tions and individuals send in reVictor Herbert sung by Rise New Year" booklet was issued'
quests in advance if they want sions.
An exchange of punts followStevens; .. Ferdi Grofe's Grand to members of the department of
to be mentioned during the week.
ed
the next kickoff, with ClemCanyon Suite, by Andre Koste- agricultural economics shortly
The program will continue to be
son receiving the better of the
lanetz.and his orchestra; Strauss before Christmas 1948. The bookSij^j j largely musical but Bob will indeal. Gage quick-kicked, and
waltzes by the same orchestra; let consisted of 24 pages which
\
i tersperse information about ClemSauer fumbled as Thompson
:
and Mendelssohn's Midsummer i contained
editorial by deson and its achievements.
hit hard. Mathews fell on the
Night's Dream, by the Cleveland partment members, headed by
Symphony Orchestra, Artur Rod- Dr. G. H. Aull; and a list of
The program is aired Tuesday ball on the Clemson 36. Matzinski conducting.
through Saturday from 11:30 to hews ripped off 26 yard's and
past and present students. PerAlso, excerpts from the Choco- sonal and homecoming news also
I 12:00 midnight. The salutes to moved to the 29 on the next
late Soldier, by Rise Stevens; frere included.
«various Southern colleges and play.
Gage passed to Martin, who
several Cougat rumbas; Excerpts
universities will continue throughwas finally hauled down on the
from Carmen, by Rise Stevens;
out the winter and spring.
BOLEN ATTENDS MEET
10-yard line. Cone took personal
Sibelius' Symphony No. ,5 in E
Mail surveys have shown that charge of the situation and moved
Dr. C. W. Bolen attended a
flat minor, done by Artur Rodhalf of the listeners of the "Plat- across for the second Tiger score.
zinski and the Cleveland orches- meeting of the American History
ter Party" are college students.
Missouri, apparently angered
tra; and Shostakovich's Sympho- Association' at the Mayflower
WSB and Bob Watson have in- by this sudden 14-point thrust by
ny No. 5, by the same orchestra. Hotel in Washington, D. C, on
augurated the salutes to colleges j a seven-point underdog team,
Students may use the Music i December 28, 29, and 30.
so that students can learn about j came roaring back and failed to
Room any afternoon .except' The theme stressed was the
the goings-on at colleges around' let go .the ball until they scored,
Thursday, and until 8:30 on most hundredth anniversary of the
WATSON
them. WSB is at 750 on the dial, j
(Continued on Page 6)
evenings.
. European revolutions of 1848.
j

Blackmon Promoted
To 1st Lieutenant

Baptists Consider Possible Vocations

(lass Cuts Slashed
By Hew Regulations

Faculty Handbook
Gels Naf I Notice

Fox Accepts New
Job In Greenville

Music Room Has
Masterworks On
New-Type Discs

falter Party" Program On WSB Atlanta
Will Salute Clemson Starting Tuesday
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Highlights Of The Gator Bowl Festivities I
m?&

" ■ ~ 15
mmmz*'**

Above is a pictorial review of the Gator Bowl week-end
prepared by Tiger photographers C. M. Kennemore and
B. B. Smith: Tlie picture's were made during the game,
at halflime, and at the banquet; after the game.
1—The entire assemblage "of twenty-two bands and
marching groups crosses the midfield strip© during
pre-gmne ceremonies. Proceeding to the center of the
stadium, the combined groups participated in piaj'ing
the National Anthem and i:;
thev
Vwere presented by a Marine Corps hono
ti—Carson of Glemson is dropped a Tier a
in
iii the first quarter of the game.
§—A member of the Gator Bowl committee hands CapRain Fritz of the Missouri
le alligator the latter

By SlatY
Trying {6 lake in all of J
sonvillc during
end is about like finishing
the Christmas turkey the
time it is put on the table. One
man crouldn't possi
;?st it
all, but there were pli
tried, and now The
saying as tlii
Alka-Seltzer, "Boy. it ■
while I was able to keep going'"
You couldn't give much
to Morpheus, Sleep gained was
fun and frolic lost, and twelve
thousand Clemson student
supporters didn't 1; .

may

not

have

Clemson men
he is one of those who left the
hills with the intention of trything once and some
thing's twice or more.
the mid-afternoon lull was unLUI.
It wa
Jo be able j
• Carolina'
habit of rushing to get to town
before sunset—there are doors in

ihe

checked in at our hotel,
-.1, shaved, and dressed for i
e\

said he wanted when' lie arrived in Jacksonville. Both
teams received Hamilton watches presented by Gator
K iais< # .
Clem'sori end, leaps for a Gage pass while an-.,
unidentified Missouri
r also stretches. Poulos was
unable to gel his hands on the ball.
5—AJ, one of the oldest alligators in Florida, came to
the .
on a float furnished by the St. Augustine AlFarms. In the front float, the director of the
Jackson high School Band leads the aggregation of
bands in playing the National Anthem.
6—Notables attendi
game from South Carolina
were g
seats by Gator Bowl officials. Among

from our boudoir and were strolling toward the lounge when a
middle-aged,' matronly, and distressingly familiar falsetto sounded my name.
Of course, it was one of the
3^eighbors from home," down for
the game, and wasn't • it too
thrilling that we had bumped into each other this way. (Y
was, the kind of thrill yoi
when a spotlight focuses on you
>he else's watermelon
patch.) Oh, and I must be sure
to .go to see the beautiful homes
and estates out in South Jacksonville, and tell my •

about them.
It's always good to have an
alibi. I fathered up the bunch,
alid we headed for the bridge and
the southern end of town. We
wouldn't have been there long,
but there was an j architectural
student in our group, and his
for the sight of landscapes
. hes temporarily' overpowered our thirst of a different
nature.
Even the ag boys had
hnit, finally, that a big plot
of grass could be beautiful without a lot of cows feasting and
messing around on it.
Feeling the need of putting

others in the picture are Dr. and Mrs. Frank Poole and
Governor and Mrs. Strom Thurmond.
8—Queen Ulalia and her court were presented on the
field during halflime ceremonies. Her court consisted
of twenty beauties selected to represent various towns
in Florida.
9jj-^A superb marching demonstration was presented
dirring halftirrje festivities by the Landon Lionettes.
The Lionettes come from Landon, Florida, High School.
10 • In spile of limited time, the Clemson Senior Pla■ toon game a well-received demonstration of fancy
'marching at halftime and after the game.
1 As can be seen by the clock, the Tigers from Clemson
scored seven points in the first three minutes of play.

something solid in our stomachs
and feeling a little small in our
stubby Ford among the lengthy
Cadillacs, we started back for the
lively section of town just as the
sun disappeared behind the lowest gable of' one of the smaller
.mansions.
The neon i sign of a river-side
sea-food
dispensary
beckoned.
We responded: and discovered
that there is a vast difference
between our hill-billy fish and
Jacksonville shrimp. There is a
difference, tao, in the manner in
which it is served. The waii i
in our waterfront resturant were

pretty and friendly, and the chefs
'put plenty of food on each plate.
Everyone in the place seemed to
enjoy watching us eat, especially
when we drank out of the fingerbowls.
With a good meal and a counle
of Manhattans under our belt,
we hesfded for the easiest place in
Jacksonville to lose your money—j
the dog races.
I bet on a cute little number j
called Bashful Bessie, because I:
had once known a bashful girl.'
Bes didn't place. She stopped to
gobble up a hot do,
from
the ;';:;JY >.
Alter experie

Clemson managed the feat by taking advantage of a Missouri fumble.
12—Gage outruns a Missouri tackier around right end
for a six-yard gain. Gage was named the most valuable
player in.the game By attending sports writers .
13—Pretty majorettes lead an unidentified high school
band on the field for participation in pre-game activities.
1 I As Co-Captain Bob Martin shows his alligator foothall to NBC sportcaster Ted Husmg, Phil Prince makes
a speech of thanks at the banquet given after the game
by Gator Bowl officials.
15—"Circles of Silver," .a salute offered Queen Ulalia
by majorettes of the various participating bands, was
one of tire halflime presentations.

similar luck for an hour or two,
we all decided that we were no
judge of clog flesh,, and that this
was not the place to be on New
Year's Eve with midnight aorproaching.' After one final and
unsuccessful effort to bet on the
mechanical rabbit, which won
every time, we hastened to become a part of the partying mob j
thrashing about in the vicinity |
of the Roosevelt, George Wash-1
ington, Floriclan, and Seminole;
Hotels.
In the Gator Room, cocktail i
lounge of the Floridan Hotel, j
Clemson T

were exchanging growls, and in
cne case I personally witnessed,
girl friends. (This was the result
of a bit of sleight-of-hand on the
part of two men from Clemson,
and was accomplished without
the knowledge or consent of the
Missourians involved, who were
at the moment arguing among
themselves.)
One group from Clemson had
the Floridan's dusky pianist playing Tiger Rag and the Alma
Mater at frequent intervals, with
all who desired vocalizing on the
latter.
The Missouri supporters
(Continued on Page 3)
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Student Navigators of the Skies
in the world, in
which four ribbons of fluorescent
light will extend almost two
miles, has been designed by New
York City's Triborough Bridge
and Tunnel Authority in collaboration with engineers of the General Electric Comoany, it was announced here today.
First of its kind, the installation will illuminate the new
Brcoklyn-Battcry tunnel now being constructed under New York
Harbor by the Triborough Bridge
and Tunnel Authority.
Each of the tunnel's two tubes
will carry two lanes of traffic,
and will be lighted by twin rows
of white fluorescent lamps, the
engineers said. A total of 5.776
individual lamps, each six feet
long, will comprise the entire installation.
The lamps will be
housed in clear Pyrex "pipe" near
the top of the side walls of the
tubes.
The continuous lighting will
prevent a succession of bright
spots and shadows along the tunnel. Automobile drivers will not
be dazzled by the flashing effect
of intermittent lighting on other
vehiples and on their own hoods
and dashboards, the engineers
said.
Astronomical clocks will turn
on a higher intensity of light in'
the portal sections of the tunnel

during daylight hours. This will
make it safer for motorists to
L. B. DeYoung, horticulture.,
nuiutiuiuitA
drive from bright sunlight info
junior of Clemson, was appointed
riEYAT
KNIGKT
, CRAVEN
\1 ,EX -\NDER
the tunnel at normal traffic
editor of The Agrarian for I
speeds, by allowing the driver's
coming year to succeed S. E. Mceyes to become .gradually accusGregor,
retiring
editor. D. D.
tomed to the lower light level inBlocker, horticulture junior o£
side, the G-E engineers explainWalterboro, was named cb-edil
ed.
to succeed L. D. Reynolds: ;
C.
B. Doyle, entomology junior
The lighting level will be three
of Anderson .was named to sucto four footcandles on the road^Jbeed J. F. Alexander as business
way, grading up to 20 footca idmanager.
Other executive si
les in the portals .to comnens^t"
positions have been filled as feltor bright sunlight outside the
lows: managing editor.
W.
R.
tunnel.
This irhtrnination is
Alexander,- vocational agriculture
equivalent to that of the nation's
al education junior of Bishopbrightest-lighted street, the enVille; advertising manage)', W. J.
gineers said.
Bryan, animal husbandry junior
Twelve separate lighting cirof Clemson, who succeeds C: R.
cuits, all in continuous use will
Hodge; assistant advertising manserve each tube. The supply of
ager, E. L. Knight, agricultural
power to the lighting system is
economics , junior of Andrews,
so interspersed that loss of any
At Pensacola, Florida, future Navy carrier pilots are taught
'who succeeds C. B. Doyle; and
tricks of navigation on a large-scale model of an aviator's plotting
part of the power supply—includcirculation manager, W. H. Craboard. Pensacola Naval Air Station, the "Annapolis of the Air,"
ing complete loss at one end of
is the focus of the recently reactivated Naval Aviation Cadet
ven, who succeeds W. W. Balthe tunnel—will not leave any
training program, which is open to healthy, single young men be- (
lentine.
section at -the tunnel in darkness,
tween 18 and 25, with at least two years of college. Upon graduaI"** Other members of the staff ifof
the engineers 'pointed out.
tion they are commissioned ensigns in the Naval Reserve, or sec1949 " are \V. P. Roberts. S. P.
ond lieutenants in the Marine Corps Reserve, are awarded their
General Electric will also supYoung, J. E. Cushrnan, W. J. Jen- j
wings and assigned to two years' active duty.
ply
control
panels
and
switch- --~"
'Official Navy Photograph),
kins, and Frank Hart, who will
gear, for controlling other elec- j
serve as departmental editors:
trie apparatus in the tunnel, inand H. B. Foster, S. G. Gilliam, J
cluding ventilation fans, lighting,
T. R. Hawkins, J. M. Gaston, G.
and traffic signals. The tunnel,
H. Liebenrood, and K. P. Howell,
which will be one of the world's
who will serve on the assistant
longest, is expected to be com' staff.
G. H. Stewart, leader, Clemsony
pleted in 1950.
These men ware elected by the
Agricultural Engineering Work,
"We will keep guns unloaded
retiring executive staff members,
a"nd secretary, S. C. State Farm and out of the reach of children."
and will serve next year beginSafety Committee, suggests
ning with the March issue. The
"We will encourage and par"Safety for me and mine throughAgrarian for the coming year will
ticipate in farm safety activities
BLOCKER
DOYLE
DeYOUNG
out 1949" as a good New Year's
-.continue in the footsteps of prein all the organizations to which
resolution. , He points out that
ceding issues, and will contain
A new agrarian staff headed by Lee DeYoung, will take over on the next issue. They are Lee Dewe belong."
such
a
resolution
is
not
only
Young, editor; D. D. Blocker, co-editor; C. B. Doyle, business manager; W. R. Alexander, adverfeatures and news articles as well
"We will practice rules of safethoroughly
practical
but
also
of
tising manager; W. J. Bryan, assistant advertising manager; E. L. Knight, circulation manager;
as 'the technical articles.
C. A. Willcox of Marion and Clemson's Class of '19, "not a gradty fifty-two weeks a year."
great
importance.
1$
can
be
carand
W.
H.
Craven.
'
uate",
has
submitted
a
poem
to
The
Tiger,
along
with
this
advice:
The Agrarian is published four
ried out by the wrfble family to
"If you can't use this, there is always a waste-basket".
times a year, in January, March,
Unable to locate its waste-basket on publication night, the staff the benefit of all.
be of 2,500 horsepower. Four
May, and September, and has the
"The making and keeping of New Registration Will
electrically - equipped dredges has put Mr. Willcox's little opus in the next-best place—The Tiger.
'largest circulation of any depart'
New Year's safety resolutions on
(Continued from Page 1)
built by the American Steel It appears below:
mental publication "on the camthe part of each member of the some priority to be given to stuDredge Company will be employpus. It is also the oldest, being
TO THE TIGER
farm family is a wise practice," dents very near graduation,
a
ed to remove deposits of sewage
founded in 1938, and,' except for
Mr. Stewart declares. "It is much, lottery system should be used.
a period of inactivity during the
and coal silt or culm from a 75- I
The Clemson Tiger left his lair;
more than a pasttime: it is a plan
He met another Tiger there
Under the plan finally worked
Electric
equipment
for
the
war years, has been going strong
mile stretch of- the Schuykill!
In Alligator Bowl.
for assuring the happiness and out, all students classified as seever since. Prof. Ben E. Goodale, largest cranes 'in the world, for Coal Corp, at Percy, Illinois and River in Pennsylvania. Power for
He split the "T", already split;
well-being of farm people every- niors on the official roster for
one of the original founders, is shovels which' can scoop up a the Midland Electric Coal Corp the dredges will be supplied by
He ground that T-bone bit by bit;
They are cables from mobile shore stations.
where."
the first semester will be con1^2.'ill on the advisory board. The railroad carload of earth or rock, at Sheffield, Illinois.
The war he fought was cold.
He calls attention to the fol- sidered in one group, and all othother member of the board is Dr. and for a device which ^makes a equipped with G-E Ward Leon1948 also saw the development
lowing farm family suggestions er students in
"flying paste" of a new paper ard adjustable-voltage amplidyne of a bit-weight control for any
another;
both
G. H. Aull.
He growled and grimaced as he ate,
for New Year's resolutions pre- groups will be allowed to begin
The Agrarian staff recently ob- roll in printing presses, were control.
kind of rotary drilling, which
And for dessert took "fourteenth straight";
A General Electric drive was simplifies the driller's job and
pared by the National Safety registration simultaneously. Thus,"
tained the use of a room in which among the highlights of the GenCoach Howard chewed his quid.
Council to be "kept" throughout by the time some 500 seniors have
eral Electric Company's develop- applied to a Wood Machinery contributes to straighter holes,
to work.
Sparkplugged by Mathews, Cone, and Gage,
1949:
been allowed to begin registra- ments in the field of industrial Company "Autopaster" to match increased bit life, and uniform
Tj'hey took to air and clawed—enraged;
th'e speed of a new paper roll to maximum drilling speed; switch"We will,.,check the farm and tion, 500 underclassmen will also
electric equipment during 1948.
They went to do—and did.
farmstead periodically to locate have begun the process.
Other'
notable
developments that of the printing press pre- gear,
motors
and
generating
His alert passing won the race—
hazards-'' and remove them to
during the year were the first' paratory to a flying paste. Thus equipment for a new rayon plant
To establish the order of apOft fooled his foe by change of pace—
make safer working conditions." pointments .within each of the
fluorescent lighting installation fast-running newspapers are not which will produce 10,000,000
He
put
the
game
on
ice.
.
"We will keep shields in place two groups, a master lottery has
for a vehicular tunnel, a new con^ shut down when the end of a roll pounds of yarn annually 'with 60
The "Missou" Tiger did his best
on power machinery at all times been held in which the letters of,A
trol system to keep both ends of of paper ,is approached; instead a
Till
Clemson
Tiger
roared
"Go
West";
spinning machines; special bor(Continued from Page 2)
and observe rules for safe opera- the alphabet were drawn, the or-,
a lift bridge in horizontal align- new roll is fastened to the old
One field goal will suffice.
one. On production in the plant ing mills produced by the Cintion."
ment,
and
an
equipment
for
auder in which they were drawn to
were enthusiastic enough, but
of. the "New York Times," up- cinnati Planer Company to make
"We will encourage members determine the order of registra- '
With seventeen thousand rabid fans
they were pitifully outnumbered. tomatically recording the turbidiwards of 1,000 successful pastes
of our family and neighbors to tion within each of the two reComplete with Strom and blaring bands
badly-needed railroad car wheels
Out on the streets, things were ty of liquids.
have been made without a single
work, play, and drive safely."
They
would
not
be
denied.
spective groups. Thus, as the letgetting wilder and rougher. FifThe world's largest cranes were miss—a new standard of per- in reduced production time with
And seventeen million frenzied more
"We will consider safety fea- ter "Z" was, drawn first, seniors
teen-cent horns which sold for installed on one runway art the U.
finer finish and greater accuracy;
Were listening in from hill to shore,
formance.
tures in farm buildings and struc-; whose last names start with "Z"
fifty cents and firecrackers add- S. Naval Dry Docks, Hunters
To win that 'gator hide.
tures when we plan to build or will be the first seniors to regisThe first fluorescent lighting tensiometers introduced into the
ed to the general' happy confu- Point, San Francisco.
Built by
remodel."
installation
for
a
vehicular
tunrubber
industry
for
measuring
ter in the senior group, and unsion.
The heavier foe just charged in vain—
the Alliance Machine Company,
"We will handle poisons and derclassmen whose names start
He shook his mane, and plunged for gain—
■ At midnight the boys back in and erected by the American nel was designed jointly this year tire fabric tension in the treating
explosives carefully, keeping with "Z" will be the first in the
In backing up his bet
|* the Gator Room gave .all the Bridge Company, the two cranes by engineers of New York City's and calendering process; and a
them well labeled and out of the underclass group.
Triborough
Bridge
and
Tunnel
The
dopsters
sat
as
in
a
dream;
girls present a few kisses.
No coupled for tandem operation can
developmental equipment for
reach of children."
Thev lost prestige and self-esteem
one was missed; even a few who lift a 400-ton battleship turret Authority and' General Electric.
"Regardless ,of the emergency,
At this complete upset.
were approaching their fiftieth 160 feet above water level. The This lighting system will provide: drying crops built for the U. S.
Cheerfulness means a contentwe will not permit • young chilI twin ribbons of light the length Department of Agriculture for
year got a couple on the cheek.
runway for the cranes spans a 1
Our Tigers back in Jungletown,
dren to operate or ride upon farm ed spirit; a pure heart, a kind and
of both tubes of the Brooklyn- such a wide variety of, crops as
The barracks ring with cheering sound
We did go to sleep finally, and 400-foot pier and extends over
loving disposition, it means humachinery."
Battery tunnel. The four ribbons
Just letting off their steam.
we did get up in time to see the the water more than 160 feet on
ear
corn,
small
grains
of
all
kinds,
"We will speak to animals mility and charity, a generous apof light, each nearly two miles
The
Brigadiers
and
Jungaleers
game. After the game it was the each side of the pier.
when approaching them and be preciation of others, and a modest
long, will prevent the flashing peanuts, cotton seed, rice, hay,
Fill rill and hill with happv airs.
same thing all over again—the
Two Marion shovels which can effect of intermittent lighting on and similar forages.
especially cautious around bulls." opinion of self.
Here's to the whole damned team! '
parties, the coctail lounges, a few scoop up 60 tons or more of earth
hoods and dashboards of auto- \ ™
trips out to the beach—and we and deposit it 200 feet away in
mobiles.
really had something to celebrate less than a minute have been put"
The 'newest Passaic River verthen.
into operation a-t open-yit mines
tical-lift bridge uses a new sysThe pianist at the Gator Room in Illinois. The 40 cubic-yard
tem of control for raising the 2,had a new tune that night. He equipments are the largest heavy
570,000-pound
moveable
span,
called it the "Gator Bowl Blues," duty open-pit mining shovels in
because the span must be kept
but it sounded a lot like the operation, anywhere, and were
built for the Southwestern Illinois horizontal while being raised and j
Missouri Waltz.
lowered. The ne'w system Has an
amplidyne - controlled drive in
each tower, which begins to cor- i
rect span skews if the alignment
is out by' one-half inch.
The device for automatically
%
<V<v
new version of "Stormy Weatfter"
recording turbidity of liquids was ' ;
4*
I
...you'll know! (A Signature Record)
designed especially for use in city I
water supply and sewage-treatment 'plants, and also for chemiIH
That great number that everybody was humcal and beverage plants. It can
| i
I
mihg back in 1933 comes to life again with
be used at various places in the;
I \%
I
Connie Haines' sensational, new recording.
treatment process to record parts
Here's
little Connie Haines, smooth-singing,
per million of solids in the liquid, i
J
phono-fan favorite, talking over this all-time
independent of color.
Other developments during
hit-tune with fellow musician, Jerry Jerome.
1948 include the application of an
adjustable-speed motor to a canning machine to permit washing
the machine while canning continues at one-third the usual
rate, rather than stopping the
operation .for washing; a magnetic
coil enclosed in 'plastic which has
Make the CAMEL 30-DAY TEST
about twice the life expectancy of
concentional coils; a photo-elec...and you'll know!
tric
smoke - density
equipment
with indicating lights to show at
Yes, make the 3 0-day Camel Mildness Test.
a glance if chimney smoke is excessive; the application of inducSee for yourself how mild Camels are. In
tion heating to remove moisture
a recent test of hundreds of people who
evenly throughout cones of twistsmoked
only Camels for 30 days, noted
ed paper twine; and the drives for
the world's fastest tandem coldthroat specialists, after making weekly exstrip mill, which has turned out
aminations, reported
more than 2,140 tons of tinplate
in one 24-hour period.
General Electric also supplied
electric equipment for CincinnaSmoke "Camels and tat them in your own
ti's new water pumping system
J^'Of course I don't need them but you'd be surprised how much they help m/grades."
"T-Zone." T for fasti, T for throat. If, at
which wiU add 145,000,000 galany time, ycu are net convinced that Camels
lons per day, nearly doubling the
are the mildest cigarette ycu ever smoked,
capacity of the city's water sysreturn the package with the unused Camels
LOST ■
tem. Louisville, Ky., is replacing
and we will refund its full purchase pricey
its steam-driven water supply
plus postage. (Signed) R.. J. Reynolds ToSmoky, the black dog with the crippled right front foot, hasn't
bacco Co., Winston-Salem, IS. C.
equipment with a new electricalbeen seen by his owner, Frances Bigby, since Christmas. Anyly-driven system capable of
one knowing anything about him or his whereabouts is %sked
handling 60,000,000 gallons daily,
to contact Miss Bigby, cither in the basement room of the
Registrar's Office or at phone number 5093.
The largest of six G-E synchronous motors, for this project will

Poem "To The Tigersff
Written by Alumnus

»neral Electric Developed Electrical
uipmenf For Unusual-Machines In '48

New Year's
Week-End
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He Roars For Clemson A & M

Howell Arthur

Thursday, January 6, 1949

In the Gator Bowd on New Year's day, the laureis of
victory were handed to the greatest football team ever to
play under the orange and blue colors of Clemson.
This
learn is retiring untied, undefeated, and, in spite of what
the New York Times has to say, very, very important. For
a team that was figured at the first of the season by the experls to win not more than four games now ranks at the
top with Michigan as the only other untied, undefeated major team in the nation.
Yeah, Coach Howard, it's our team this year, and it's
doubtful that you'll ever get it back.
$.

H©spite Iity—JacksonviIle Style
The '48 football season will be rehiembered for more
than the fact that the Tigers were unbeaten. The reception given by Jacksonville will put the game high on the list
of everybody's treasured memories.
Gator Bowl officials, Chamber of Commerce representatives, businessmen, and residents wrent all-out in arranging a welcome for the Tigers and supporters of both teams.
Police officials closed their eyes to minor traffic violations,
operator of various amusement enterprises literally turned
their keys over to the visitors, and any man who wore either
side's colors was treated as a king in his own right.
It is with this in mind that The Tiger commends everyone who had a part in making New Year's Day, 1949, a
huge success.

The Judgment Day Hears
Now i: a rood time to borrow a time-honored phrase
from Professor Lane's blackboard and say, "It's later than
you think." In a little less than four weeks will come the
day of reckoning when the sheep will be separated from the
goats schohisiically.
It's a cinch that school work< has been neglected by
nearly every man at Clemson in his enthusiasm during the
football season. It is not, however, too late to do something about that neglected work.
Time well-spent between now and exam week will make
the difference in failing or passing. "A word to the wise is
sufficient.""

rSis
After much work on the part of Mr. Metz, his assistants, Mr. Yickery and Mr. Berry, and the board of deans and
directors, a registration system that promises to do away
with all the ills that have beset this process has been worked
out. The scheme, which is not a spur-of-thc-moment plan,
has required much painstaking work and thought on the
part, of everyone concerned.
A drawing has already been held at which Frank Gillespie, president of the Senior Class, drew letters from a hat
lo^determine the order of registration. The first letter of
each student's last name then is the factor that designates
when his time comes. The registrar's office will mail a
card to every man telling him his specific time to register.
This will eliminate the necessity- of every student's having
to come back to school on the first day of registration.
With cooperation on the part of the student body, the
new plan will take a lot of headaches out of registration for
everybodv.

Help Wanted
The Tiger, along with several other campus publications, is operating under a deficit—a deficit, not of money,
but of manpower. Approximately six men write, edit,
and help print its eight pages each week. Four of them
spend at least three full days a week—Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday—doing nothing but Tiger work.
This is a plea. If something is not done in the near
future, there may be no Tiger. When these men flunk out
i f school; as seems possible unless help is received, there
wiil be no one to etsp into their shoes. No other students
on campus have the experience which would be necessary
for them to start at the lop and publish a newspaper.
Freshmen, particularly, are needed.
"Nuir said.

The college newspaper is a unique institution.
In some respects it is like the newspaperoperated as a private enterprise,
having many of the same objectives and traditions. In other
that he (Oscar) was in no con-OSCAR SAYSrespects, however, it differs. The
that "Half Pint" Mixqn proved Tiger, like .the newspapers of
dition to scoop the troops in
Jacksonville. He (Oscar) doesn't that his size and drinking capac- most colleges, must take into aceven remember what happened to ity are in no way related.
count these special conditions:
OSCAR SAYS
himself—Party, Party!
1. It enjoys a quasi-monopoly
that
poor
"Hick"
was
turned
OSCAR SAYS
that the 'Gator Bowl proper down in Jacksonville. Just shows in its field by virtue of grants of
didn't produce anything specta- you that a Co-Captain outranks a authority and funds from both
the college and the student body.
cular in the way of "dirt," but the Major by far.
Having such a monapoly in the.
-OSCAR SAYSincidents surrounding it were out.
that the night - after the game, publication of student news, it
of this world. It was truly a
"Yo-yo" Cone was found on a cannot represent any single group
"Poop Getter's" paradise.
corner
blowing a police whistle. or single opinion, but must take
OSCAR SAYSinto account all groups and all
that "Fog" Booth is back on Homesick, Freddie?
OSCAR SAYS
opinions.
Jane's bandwagon; Jax bowl
that "Bird Dog" Jenkins' "date"
game, houseparty, etc. What's
2. In the sense that the college
was the most thrilling personalthe matter, Bob?
acts as the collection agency for
ity
in
all
Florida,
according
to
-OSCAR SAYSThe Tiger and requires by official
that he (Oscar) dubs "Dynamic "Jenko."
action that every student support
OSCAR
SAYS
David" Parish, the Kernal, the
that "Smiling Sewerage" Har- it, the paper beqomes at least a
"Regimental Renegade" for that
rison Was having a hard time semi-official function of the colsterling example he was setting getting his head over the' rail at lege.
(on the bus en route to Clemson
"Fletcher's" bar.
3. Bearing the official approval
from the Bowl.
-OSCAR SAYSof both college and student body,
-OSCAR SAYSthat Thornton had a hard time each issue of The Tiger will necthat "Georgous George" Pardue explaining the revelation this
essarily reflect credit or discredit
(Aw, you know whatta mean!)
column made in the last issue. upon both the institution and the
was helping to enliven the fesBy HOWELL ARTHUR
OSCAR SAYS
students. By contrast, the private
tive air on the same vehicle.
that "Dude" Ix and "Dud" newspaper is a direct reflection
-OSCAR SAYSthat there was one poor Clem- Chalker were on an eternal hunt only upon its owner and staff.
Prompt publication of the facts enables
' The tumult and the shouting dies—
son man who went all the way to in Jax. Any luck, boys?
4. The management of The
each man to know exactly how much inter- "J" ville to see the game—and
The Captains and the Kings depart—
OSCAR SAYS
Tiger, unlike the management of
that
some
of
the
boys
in
the
semester
holiday
he
can
expect—and,
incididn't!
What
happened,
Hasell,
. . . Kipling's "Recessional"
private newspapers, is elected.
platoon acquired quite an affinity
The management, therefore, acts
The tumult and the shouting have just dentally, how close he will come to his ideal lose your pants?
for
towels
at
The
Naval
Station,
OSCAR SAYS
about died, all right; nobody has enough schedule. No matter what-precautions are that Sergeant Davis was in rare "Zorro" had a hard time per- as temporary custodian. But ;
while being in temporary control, .
voice left for yelling, and the 3.2-inspired taken, someone will lose out. It all balan- form at the game. How much suading them to ' relinquish same. its ^ actions have a bearing upon
noise can one make?
OSCAR SAYS
the financial stability and reputatumult suffers from a shortage of 3.2. Cap- ces, however. Those who register on Fri-OSCAR SAYSthat "Grogfy" Darby was tion of the paper during future
wonder
where
"Teck"
stayed
day,
February
4,
-will
probably
have
to
wait
tains Martin and Prince (co_captains, if
under
his
family's
wing
the
whole
administrations.
rJuring the duration of his Florida
you must) have departed from the field— until next semester to sign up the lab. for juant? The boys in the platoon weekend. Boy! Did he look It can be readily seen that the ,
victorious. A lot of Missouri fans and self- Marriage and the Family. On the other were awfully dismayed at his ab- thirsty!
management, upon election, does
-OSCAR SAYSnot become sovereign—that is, it
styled gridiron experts labor endlessly to hand, they will be able to spend Thursday sence. ■
that "Rick" ran into his old does not have supreme authority.
OSCAR SAYS
flame,
Jane,
in
Florida—plus
rid themselves of the "captains' ghosts, which at home.
that "The Head" bowled 'em
It is responsible to the student
hubby
I wish my name was ^obuskey.
over at the Football Banquet.
haunt them.
body and the college jointly; the
:
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
Two Of a Kind
faculty advisrri representing bo h,
As for the kings—well, ask Kipling about
that "Red" Wood was rolling; has been appointed as the instruthat
if
you
haven't
heard
of
I have a frierid named Costello who, at
them.
"Cat" Moore's "Chicago Capers,' in the gutter, but snatch!
ment of this authority. The ad-'
-OSCAR SAYSAnyhow, Clemson's second undefeated, all-too-frequent intervals, is tortured with you are one of the lucky few.
viser's responsibility does not in- ■* |
that he (Oscar) predicts that volve one of detailed SuperviOSCAR SAYS
untied football team in some fifty seasons the question "Where's Abbott"? His
that "Stingaree" Rice has had "Frenchy" will move into Moore's sion day by day, but it does mean
hand-running—the first since Heisman— "friends" seem. to think this funny, but it! When is the wedding day, shoes in February, while Luns- that he is responsible for setting
ford will continue to sport one up fundamental policies of opehas proved itself much better than had oc- Costello himself says that it is a cross he "Sting?"
diamond.
OSCAR
SAYS
|
.
has
to
bear.
ration, and that the management
curred to many outsiders in their wildest
that the "Walter Winchell" of
-OSCAR SAYSof the paper is responsible to the
Abbott
and
Costello
are
a
cross
I
have
nightmares. They based their ardent critiClemson, "Lolly' Peebles, keeps
that "Mumbles"
M e r r i 11, faculty adviser for putting into *
to
bear,
too.
cism, and ardent it was, on the assumption
barking up the wrong tree. That "Whiskey" Whetstone, and "Cow- effect such policies.
Residents of the United States are at_ he (Oscar) continues to laugh up boy" Cox had better watch those
In its sphere The Tiger can be
that an imagined easy schedule disqualified
his (Oscar's) sleeve.
"in the room" 'parties.
operated as a laboratory providthe Tigers as an outstanding team. Among tending moving picture theaters more and
ing practical opportunities for
these judges were some of the nation's most more purely from a lack of something betexperience in the techniques of
journalism, and at the same time
intrepid and expert sports prognosticators. ter to do. Not even noticing what features
as an experience in the operation
are playing as they enter their favorite
We have their own word for that.
of a vital democratic institution.
Now, ostrich-fashion, they hide their neighborhood flicker stables, they sit
The extent to which freedom isv .
granted necessarily depends upheads. The fact that Clemson licked a through reel after reel as the melodious
By WAYNE BALENTINE
on the degree to which student
highly-rated team which played one of its hum of trained voices lulls them to sleep.
management develops a realisIndicative
of
this
trend
is
a
recent
Assobest games of the season, certainly was no
tic sense of responsibility.
ciated Press Hollywood release which lists
It was my wonderful opportunity and privilege to be one of four
consolation to them.
,
The following policies are minClemson
students to attend the "United Student Christian Council" imum essentials in the conduct '
Abbott
and
Costello,
a
pseudor-funny
"comLines Formed Above Clemson College
Conference held at the University of Kansas in Lawrence, Kansas, of the payer:
Once again, the registrar's office, which edy" team, third among ten top performers December 27-31, as representatives from the YMCA here. This was
1. In all its phases, news, edihas long distinguished itself for farsighted- selected oh the basis of box-office receipts. an inter-denominational, inter-racial, gathering of students and rep- torial and business, the paper
The movement is assumed because there resentatives from many colleges and universities of Canada and each should be conducted so as to reness and efficiency, has splved a problem
has
been no report of mass insanity. George state of the U. S., with a total number attending of a little under fif- flect credit upon the college as
which was causing more than a little cussW
.Crane,
Ph. D., eminent psychologist, teen hundred. We heard many inspiring addresses and participated an institution and upon the stuing. If the team coached by Metz and capin small, but informative, discussion groups. Space does not permit dent body.
tained by Vickery has anything to do with seemingly continues to be preoccupied with Lh'e minutes of such a conference to be printed in this column, but
2. The principles of sound busiit, there will be no repetition of the mess sex and with the American sense of humor. here are a few of the facts as given by the main speakers and as dis- ness practice, recognizing the fact •
tha >The Tiger is a permanent, not
which resulted this semester when too many in his daily syndicated newspaper ^column. cussed in the smaller groups.
Other
metaphysicists
seem
equally
uilalarmThe main' theme "World Churchmanship", included such topics a temporary enterprise, should be
people wanted to register at the same time.
followed.
as "Church and Personal Faith"; "Church and University"; "Church,
It may not be possible to please everyone, ed.
3. Recognized principles of
Furthermore, British critics, whose in- Politics and Economics"; "Church, Churches and World Christian journalism ethics should be folbut these trouble-shooters will die trying.
Community"; and "Church and Daily Work". Interesting facts were lowed, including these 'practices: >
It seems that the only grudges will be ternational list includes several top-flight pointed out as to man's part in a Christian world. Christianity may
A. The paper should be edited
borne Frank Gillespie, .who drew lettered American actors and actresses, made no be explained as that religion professing Jesus Christ as God's divine in a spirit of tolerance, restraint
cards to determine the order of registra- mention of Abbott and Costello. Obviously, 'son gives to pardon men of their many sins; that religion practiced by and good will, both in its attitude
Christian professing men who witness for and worship Jesus Christ
tion. For instance, a lot of students whose the craze is here; but it has not spread. Im- as Saviour; and men who pattern their lives after that of Jesus Christ toward persons off the campus
and on it.
last names begin with "G" will wonder why mediate action on the part of health officials as recorded in the New Testament. To become Christian, one must
B. Recognizing the fact that it
Frank waited until the seventh card from might prevent its ramification.
be converted. The two types of conversion are: Child conversion, has circulation off the campus,
Hollywood's roster seems to be in good including the childhood teaching and early recognition cf God's Grace care should be taken to follow
the end to draw the one which bore his own
order
but for this one rather startling plac_" and Mercy, and sinner conversion, being very personal and based standards of good taste. Vulgar,
initial. "Goodness, Frank!" they will exing.
Such
small clues, however, must not on a personal call to personal redemption. From the time when we coarse and uncouth expressions '
claim.
become converted, we go into 'the home' as being the 'living center of have no place in it.
The new system seems to be the fairest be overlooked. Therapeutic recreation has one's life', into the 'job' as being man's 'classroom, lab, or highway of
C. In news coverage, the views
hit Upon to date. In addition, changes have proved invaluable in similar instances. Per- life' and into the 'community services' that may be some 'civic club, of every person or group involved
should be expressed without parbeen made to expedite the actual registra- haps one of President Truman's first post- church or other religious or service organization cr wherever and tisanship.
whatever
our
community
services
might
be."
One
speaker
pointed
inaugural
acts
should
be
to
set
up
a
Departtion process, which already was the least
D. In any news story or ediout that personal faith governs conduct. In -answer to the question,
torial involving criticism or imarm of this cross the students have to bear. ment of Belaxalion.
"How is your, or my, conduct in the home, on the job, and in the
plications of criticism against the
community?", he says it is the "Personal Faith" in the home, on the administration of the college, the
job and in the community'. He made it clear that we most often can official involved should have an
do a thing if we really want to. He challenges- us to examine our opportunity to state his or her
own conduct in periods of work, worship, and recreation, and es- position and such matter should
be included in the ■ particular
pecially when we are alone and not trying to put on a front.
The talk on the "Church and University" included such points as news story or editorial. (There is
By BELL BERRY
these: Colleges are cafeterias of learning and agencies for propa- nothing unusual about this pro- ,
ganda; they are mainly interested in helping one get along with and vision; it is an inviolate policy of
Sales
Manager:
"What's
this
for
self instead of with and for others, ie, they produce desires in the every reputable newspaper and •'
Uniformed
bystander:.
"My
What with having to come back
press association.)
big
item
-.on
your
expense
aclives of people to make good at any cost. ."Personal Faith and the
to school and with having to get good man, I am not the doorman;
E. The editor shall be held recount?"
Christian Community" brought out the facts that Personal, Christian,
back to work, nothing at all I am a naval officer.
sponsible
for avoiding libelous
Salesman:
"That's
my
hotel
Drunk:'
"Awright,
then
call
me
seems very funny; so here goes
Faith is practically impossible without attachments to the church and statements.
bill."
1
a boat; I gotta get home.
nothing.
F. All letters to the editor
Sales Manager: "Well, don't that faith cannot be personal until it is tried and put into action.
I know it's a sad day when we
There are also three main characters in a Christian Community. They, which are printed should be '
buy any more hotels."
have to take something from the
are God, Personal Faith, and the Church.
signed by the author.
Gamecock, but here it is:
Another one from the same
Many other facts and truths were discussed with many questions
4. The faculty adviser should
They parted at the corner, '
sourse:
Any girl can be gay in a classy asked and answers given, but many of the questions are very personal keep in close contact' with the
She whispered with a sigh,
and we must answer them for ourselves. Truths and facts: "Sinful staff as is necessary to develop a
coupe—
"I'll be home tomorrow night." There was a young: man from
Nantucket
men are not reconciled to each other, they are reconciled to God. Re- continuing understanding between
He answered, "So will I."
In a taxi cab all can be jolly;
Who kept all his cash in a bucket;
straint,
Relief, and Reconciliation are important in the life of every the management of the paper
But the girl worth while, is the
But his daughter named Nan
man, none solve all problems, but each' one important. My eco- and the representatives of the
girl who can smile,
administration and the student
Ran
away
with
a
man,
party is myself, my neighbor and my God. Men too often do body.
The gal who thinks no man is
When he's taking her home on nomic
no't
make
money
to
live,
but
live
to
make
money.
The
law
of
self
good enough for her may be And, as for the bucket,
the trolley.
(Note At present a committee
preservation is all too often stronger than the law of love. The
Nantucket.
right; also, she may be- left.
De Paul DE PAULIA Ecumenical Reformation does not depend on us, but on God, and he is working on recommendations
Kentucky Kernel
is our guide. Christians must be the levening in politics and the for the future on many matters
world if we are to have a world of brotherhood and peace." ' Ques- involving student publications.
tions for us to answer: "What is my personal faith and beliel? What The Committee is composed of
"Honey, while you're sitting
Then there were the three does personal prayer and Intercessory prayer* mean to me? How
the editors of TAPS and the
This one came from the Win- there in the moonlight, I want
Chinese
girls who didn't date: Tu can I live in faith, through faith, and by faith in myself, in others, and TIGER, John Califf, Professor G.
to
ask
you
a
question."
throp Johnsonian:
in
God?
How
should
I
choose
a
vocation?
This
last
question
is
anYunc Tu, Tu Dum Tu, and No swered by saying, According to the best of my abilities, my talents H. Aull, B. E. Goodale, S. R.
"Yes, my dajrling."
Drunk (to uniformed bystand(as given by God) should be used to the upkeeping of God's king- Rhodes, and John Lane, Faculty
er):
"Could we move over a little? Yen Tu.
Adviser, as chairman.)
dom;
however, keeping the needs of the world in mind."
KANSAS
STATE
COLLEGIAN
I
am
sitting
on
a
nail."
"Shay, call me a cab, will you? »
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American-Scandinavian Foundation Outlines
Requirements For Traveling Fellowships Abroad

Cooper Is One OS Top

Mending tmpmlm

USAF Reservist Can
mm

4 (£&lUgSl
By JACK BRADFIELD

The American - Scandinavian* Please mail your poems (if any) to P. O. Box 502. Thanks.
Foundation offers traveling felIn taking full advantage of adTHE WORDS ARE SIMPLE
lowships for graduate study in
ditional skills gained by reservists \
Denmark, Iceland, Norway, and
in civilian occupations, the U. S. j
Thp words pre simple and sweetly ring
Sweden for 1949-1950.
That touch a heart and make it sing;
Air Force has announced proceAn interested candidate must
Perhaps the first a child may say
Several name bandleaders arc ♦
dures for changing the primary [
be a citizen of the United States,
Perhaps goodbye at close of day.
Perchance a "No", but with a smile,
must carry out original research out to cure the ills that exist in titude of side-features to detract military occupational speciality of I
Perchance a "Yes", without the guile.
on a definite plan of study, and the dance business. Paying par- from my performance. I owe the a USAF reservist and awarding;
And even "Maybe" when the girl
ticular attention to college en- college kids a vote of thanks for
be in good health.
him
an
additional
specialty.
/
Is one to set your thoughts awhirl.
Application pf oers must be gagements, these progressive the confidence that they have
The meeting was called for the
Reserve personnel of the Air
filed before March 15. Success- maestri have been collecting in- given me. I'd like to play all'the
You will agree, I'm sure, 'tis true
purpose of discussing the imful candidates will be notified formation from dancers and buy- college dates there are, but it Force can' now receive credit for
That magic joys some words imbue,
ers
wherever
they
appear.
The
about
April
1,
and
official
anwouldn't be fair to sell Stan Ken- the training and e: >perienec they I
portance of the minor- elements
•Especially those you wish to hear
consensus
of
opinion
is
that
whatnouncement will be made in the
ton's music for a prom. We'll 'play
From one whose love you hold most dear.
of plant food in soils in relation
ever problems exists were the auditoriums and field houses have acquired in civilian jobs by
early part of May
submitting
an
application
to
the
to the quality of farm products
BEATRICE CENCI
Where otherwise specified, the brought on by the bands them- in concerts. Let those who are USAF Reserve Training Center
and to human and animal health.
subjects of study are unrestricted. selves.
best qualified take the respon- commander in whose area they
(Portrait in Clemson Library)
Showing the way during re- sibility of a dance date.
It will bring together a group of
The following fellowships are
A porcelain doll might have a face
reside.
cent
months
have
been
trumpeter
offered:
John
G.
Bergquist
Fel"Music
must
be
broken
up
into
top soil scientists.
Whose colors mat*''! vour white and rose,
Applicant should give a detaillowship of $2,000 each for the Ray Anthony and pianist Elliot three categories now. Classical, ed description of his duties perA nun a gown as white as thine;
1'SJM
The conference will consider
study, of chemistry in Sweden. Lawrence, the latter an all-time popular and jazz are the basis formed in a mobilization assignA stallion prancing in the sun
also the 'problem of more comWith mane a burhisned auburn scarf—
King Gustav V Fellowships of prom favorite. Both leaders claim trio. The jazz bands and instru- ment, table of organization and
plete testing of soils for their
Con-m-re his vibrant curls to thine;
$2,000 each for the study of the 'hat they have found the answer mentalists should be sold as such equipment unit, or a civilian poFor each possesses some of beauty
minor-element content. Such
language, history, .government o successful campus engage- and not as dance artists who sition, which will be the basis for
Ana ea.cn a certain transient charm.
-art, literature or social sciencer nents. Anthony, with 41 prom neither like nor feel popular any subseauent change or award
testing would make for more inlates in 1948 and Lawrence, with music."
of
Sweden.
The
Olaf
Halvorser
of a military occupational spetelligent use by farmers of ferBut, Beatrice, you are all in one—
Of course there are the reac- cialty.
Fellowship of $2,000 is unrestrict- 39, are fully qualified to speak
At once a doll with fragile grace,
tilizers containing the minor
ed. New York Chapter Fellow- in the subject.
tionaries. They want to go on
A nun in staturesque repose,
The request should be- accomelements.
Says Anthony, "You have got year after year playing the same
ship of $750 is unrestricted.
And yet a free, unburdened thing
' panied by a statement from the
Dr. Cooper is one of the leadApplication papers will be -0 provide more than just music. things in the same way. But the supervisor, foreman, duty superThat none may catch, and none may hold.
ing soil scientists in the United
Your matchless beauty on the wall
mailed on request to student The days when nineteen guys sat progressive element is running . ior, appropriate chief or employImparts a magic to enthrall
For the third successive year, supervisors.
in a bandstand and played for them out. Agents and other minds
States.
er,
substantiating
the
claim
of
the
The hearts of those who gaze at you—
the Nation's college and univerThe University of Stockholm ;heir own amusement are over. behind the band business are in- USAF reservist as to his exact
A magic ever sweet and ever new.
sity enrollments have climbed to offers courses in social and po- Trpm now we'll have to please sisting that their attractions talk
JWB
duties- and the length of time he
a new' peak. Releasing enrollment litical sciences. These courses 'he dancers.
to the public and find' out what has been performing these duties.
figures furnished substantially all are primarily intended for gradu"I've got my orchestra doing is needed. The day of reckoning
The Air Force directive further
The primary military specialty
cf the 1,800 institutions of higher ate students, but outstanding un- everything but cartwheels dur- has come in popular music and
states
that the primary MOS cf
education in the United States, dergraduates who have complet- ing a dance. We play, we sing, the colleges and universities ,are
must
be equal to br require s
the U. S. Off-ice of Education re- ed at least the sophomore year we march and we even smile (an being used as the examples. For reserve p e r s_o n n e 1 may be higher degree of skill than thai
changed
when
such
,p
?rsonnel
Regulations regarding cheating vealed that enrollments this fall by June 1949 are also acceptable unusual feature in music today). the first time in ten years popular
formerly held by the USAF reon examinations have been put increased by over 72,000 students The tuition fee is $250 for each In every arrangement the accent music is being given back to the
signment, T. O 3 n-i E. i in it. or a servist. In all cases, the directive
•PROTECT YOUR DEPENDENT
into effect on the campus of the over last year, despite a drop of of the two semester course. The 's on tempo so that even while people.
civilian posiiio. re -. a ir mi mum states, the old primary MOS will
University of Houston. President 1C0,000 in number of veterans en- course is approved by the "G. I. we entertain the dancers can
BY PROTECT) NG- YOUR GI |
of
six
month:.
V 'n cl'i i s considE. E. Oberholtzer recently in- roiled.
have their way. I have rooken
INSURANCE— ALWAYS
Eill of Rights."
to
the i "CCjti're- be carried as an additional MOS
!
ered
comparable
Total enrollment in all colleges
structed faculty members, in a
Applications close March 31, to prom committeemen everyCompliance with tiirfe-on-the-jbt
V p: -imai
MOS.
:
ments
of
the
n
MAIL
"PREMIUMS PROMPTLY
special bulletin, of the followi-g and universities is 2,410,000 this 1943. This 'program is also under where and believe that my band 5
requirements alone will not ju'syear. Of this number 486,267 the sponsorship of the American- has incorporated all the construcnew procedure:
"§
; dents were enrolled on an exper- *;-<> q change in the reservist's1
Immediate dishonorable dis- are studying at 20 institutions. Scandinavian Foundation, and in- tive ideas and majority suggesForty-six paraplegic ye
imental basis. In succeeding se- MOS.
missal from the University for These twenty institutions enroll formation can be obtained by tions that have come our way. By
the use of prepared cheating ma- 20 percent of all college students writing to the foundation at 116 majority suggestions I refer to , paralyze! from the waist down- , rnesters the program was expandAdditional military occupationthe hints given me by the greater are enroilea at the University of ed.
terials or for "conspiring to use" in the United States.
al specialties may be awarded tc
East 64th. Street, New York, 21,
Special campus facilities, parkThe rate of student drop-out is
numbers of dancers at all our California at Los Angeles this
such materials, and a grade of
N. Y.
term.
ing space, housing arrangements USAF reservists when such perengagements.
After
all,
who
"F" on the course for a student slowing down, according to the
No "previous knowledge of
This is the largest group of and counseling services have sonnel have occupied, a mobiliobserved in the act of- "spontane- survey. This is indicated by the Swedish is required.
knows what the public wants
"wheel chair scholars" ever to been set up for the paraplegic G. zation assignment, T. O. and E.
greater holding power of colleges
more
than
the
public
itself."
ous, unpremediated cheating."
Another Veterans Administraunit, or a civilian position for z
Lawrence is unquestionably the be enrolled at U. G. L. A. and I. students.
Each faculty member has been despite fewer freshmen students tion approved institution is the
Col. T. J. Cross, Acting Deputy minimum of three months.
■instructed to give clear warning and a scaled-down veteran en- American Graduate School in prom leader among all name the largest group on any campus
The procedures outlined in this
before tests and to'maintain close rollment. Last year's freshmen Denmark at the Universities of bands. He was voted tops twice in the United States. Twenty-six Administrator nf the Veterans
in the Billboard Magazine Cam- are old students, twenty are new Administration Regional Office in Air Force directive from the Conscrutiny of students ■ during tests enrollment stood at 593,000. This Copenhagen and Aarhus.
San Francisco, recently said, ' tinental Air Command Mitche"
students.
or examinations.
Graders may year only 569,000 freshmen are
Classes are conducted in Eng- pus Poll. The University of PennU. C. L. A.'s program of aid- "This is unquestionably one of Field, N. Y., are. applicable to
assist the instructor in proctoring reported.
sylvania
graduate
has
played
to
Veterans, who formed about lish by Danish professors. Sub- more than 350,000 students in the ing paraplegic veterans began in the finest programs of its kind in personnel of the Regular
groups of under 100, and an adjects include social welfare and
Force and USA.F Reserve.
ditional proctor will be on hand half of the Nation's' college stu- labor legislation, political science, three years he's been touring the the fall of 1945 when two stu- America."
for each additional 50 students or dent body in 1947, account for economics, Danish language and 'college beat.
only 42 percent of the total en"Music today is better than at
"reasonable fraction thereof."
1948. Delaware, culture, Danish philosophy and any time during the past twenty
Instructors are further asked rollment in
educationand
Nordic
archaeolyears," says . Elliot. "Popular
to make every test comprehensive Florida, Maryland and New Mexin scope and to change tests from ico are the only States showing ogy.
Tuition is $500 per year. In- bands are improving their styles
time to time, giving at least two increase in the number of veteran formation can be obtained from and arrangers are showing more
different forms of a given test students this year. Greatest drop the American - Scandinavian versatility than ever before. But
presented to more than 50 at in veterans'' enrollments came at Foundation.
much of this improvement has
the junior college level. Approxnot been directed at the dancing
once.
public. Bebops and ..progressive
. jazz are not danceable in thejr
! present forms. The .'new music'
i as played by the jazz enthusiasts
PLATTER j is intended for concert audience's.
"The greatest reason I can give
Luckies' fine tobacco picks you
mv band's success on prom
CHATTER 1 for
dates is our steady beat. We play
up when you're low . . . calms
j the modern, slower tempos that
«Ea*tui.,-.SE3£lE»nK*B!
I the younger crowd endorses. Yet
you down when you're tense!
we play jazz, good jazz, and feaEy Batldio Dave.
ture some interesting arrange1
Jane'Russell proves that she ments that make use of woodhas more than meets the eye by ; winds and french horn.
"In my position I must look to
singing two numbers, "My Sweetheart's the Man in the Moon" and the college dancers ifor most of
"The Gilded Lily" in Republic's m^i popularity. With that in mind,
I -strive to keep abreast of the
Montana Belie.
Lina Romay, the applecheeked 1 times, make surveys and ask for
beauty who used to thrush for suggestions. The least we can
Cugat, will break into the movies \ dOi is play what the people want
soon through westerns. Her lead- j when they want it."
ing man Tex Williams.
Anthony and Lawrence are not
The pic, Make Believe Ball- ' the only bandleaders who have
room, featuring every singer that been keeping tabs in dancing
trends. Ray McKinley, second to
Columbia could lay its hand on
Elliot in total prom dates during
(Kay Starr. Nat Cole, Jack Smith,
Frankie Laine, and Toni Harper) '47 and '48, has claimed that "the
college dancers have consistently
is now finished and will be on
set the trends." Mac is another
the market soon.
who takes pains to determine
L Andy Russell and wife are
hopping the television train at public tastes. "It has been proven
down through the years that the
last. They will begin shooting
a "Mr. and Mrs.' film this month. prom dates can teach a leader
more than ballroom or theatre
Jo Stafford's "My Darling" may
appearances.
The college stube all the rage now, but as it
fades watch for her rew release dents are the best judges of
modern music."
' of "Here I'll Stay" to fill the gap.
Johnny Long who started his
Larry Parks, who made his
band at Duke University, has
j claim to fame by impersonating
been a leading prom favorite for
j Al Jolson, ungratefully recoiled
years. Quote Long, "When I stop
'• at the thought of a sequel, but
taking an interest in what the
his rashness was only temporary.
YOUR TELEPHONE must take hard knocks as they
""Jolson
,
„.
. ■ „ for
*
r_- X. [people
start _,_,.
"playing
Sings
Again,"
which
| ^_,_ * __ want and.., „__,
^.
vhat my personal tastes migh be,
come—and go on working.
Al recorded thirty songs (fifteen
it will be time to write an epitaph
will be used), is in the midst of . to the career of one Johnny
To make sure it can, we test samples of each day's proproduction.
duction and put telephones through the equivalent of years
' Long."
'49 will be loaded with more
Hal Mclntyre, "Let's cut out
of service in a few hours or days. For example: we drop
new tunes than ever before. Now
! the comedy and settle down. Real
handsets into their cradles 22,000 times—equal to 4 years'
that Petrillo has been placated, ! jazz belongs in the concert halls
the song writers are emerging All I'm interested in selling is
normal use. And not just once, but from 16 different posifrom their cocoons bearing sheafs dance music, entertainment, temtions, we drop sample telephones from desk-top height
of fresh music to be doled out to po and melody."
onto a hardwood surface. We even check their feet to be
the waiting "public.
Frankie Carle, "So they call me
Xavier Cugat, idle at MGM, j corny. I'm making a lot more
certain they won't scratch your table.
flys to South America this month money than the knock-out cats or
Here at Western Electric, we've been making Bell tele.with his complete entourage for a 52nd Street.'
phones since 1882. But telephones themselves are only
four-week fiesta. He just came
Jimmy Dorsey, "More than 2,back from the heart of.
about 6% of the equipment used in your service. The other
5C0 dance dates including ovei
94% includes wire, cable, switchboards, trucks, poles, tools,
500 in colleges have taught me
Luckies' fine tobacco puts you on the right leveloffice equipment. With the exception of buildings, we
imately 50 percent of the vete- | that the public likes to dance and
level—to feel your level best, do your level best.
rans are enrolled in 131 of the wants to dance. And. when they
make or supply almost everything Bell telephone people
That's why it's important to remember that LUCKY STRIKE
country's large universities.
j call out for "Amapola" and
use—and test it with utmost care.
MEANS FINE TOBACCO—mild, ripe, light tobacco that makes a
Men still outnumber women al-i "Green Eyes," I don't .think its
Guarding the quality of things used in your Bell telemost 3 to A in the Nation's col- fair to play some wild flag-waver
thoroughly enjoyable smoke. No wonder more independent tobacco
leges. The proportion of women that scares 'em off the floor "
phone service is one way that Western Electric helps to
experts — auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen — smoke Lucky
Stan Kenton has been selling
students has changed little this
Strike regularly than smoke the next two leading brands combined.
make it the world's best.
year over last, fall. The 3 to 1 non-danceable "Progressive
Jazz."
He
gave
up
his
band
this
Light up a Lucky! Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're
ratio holds in the large universities, although it goes down to month to crusade for "Halls Oi
low, calms you down when you're tense. So get on the Lucky level
slightly, less than 2 to 1 in liberal Jazz" where fans can enjoy unwhere it's fun to be alive. Get a carton and get started today!
COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
arts colleges, and is more nearly adulterated bop' and, Kentonie
1 to 1 in teachers colleges. The without dancing. Says Stan, "1
proportion of women freshmen is am not against dancing. But my
slightly higher in' 1948 than it was music has to be heard to be enin 1947 in all types of institutions, joyed and I cannot show to bes
SYSTEM SINCE 1882
A UNIT OF THE BELL
advantage' when there are a multhe survey reveals.

Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of Clem
son's School of Agriculture, is
this week attending a meeting in
Chicago called by the Farm
Foundation, an organization
whose aim is to promote the in- |
terests of agriculture in Amefi- j
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All American Girls to Play Here Tuesday
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GAGE CARRIES THE MAIL

V^ed Heads To lake
Oft Clemson All-Stars
On Tuesday," January 11, the
ieople of Clemson and surroundhg territory will have an oportunity to see the famous All-.
:oan Red Heads, girls proessional basketball team, in aeon at. the Clemson Field House.:
Che girl basketeers will meet
he Clemson All-Stars, a team of
-o=] hrflfs. The tilt between the
Cassville, Missouri lasses and the'
Clemson lads will begin at. eight!

Now that old Father Time has given 1948 the heave-h<
and has dutifully welcomed the Lnfant year, life in trios
places is falling back into the regular pattern. The farmers
are again meeting at [he general stare and roosting by the
■ clock.
old stove to talk over the latest news. But now the country
.Featured on the world famous'
folk are not talking of their wheat crops, or how high then
iiiintet will be Hazel Walker,
aptain and world's champion
l%iii*i
corn will he. They are discussing (lie New Year's Day foot
'ree sh
.. and "Peaches"
nail game—of hew North Garejiaa and Charlie Justice wert
cr, a six foot Georgia peach
upset in the Sugar How!, and how ilto Texas Longhorns, an
ind the worlds greatest woman
:6al shooter. .
these
(1 by prc-game slurs at them, use to great heights ii
wo shaipsfi^tihg jiris arc Gene
rfnWrg to a victory over Gbfergia. However, it's not these
Love, the tali-:
er in
classics that are in the limelight among the Carolina soilhe w
: feet four!
ub' Winter, a short
tillers, nor is ii she Rose. Cotton, or any of the other bowls.
five foot, two basketeer, These.!
Themuiin topic of their conversation swings to Jacksonville
;wo femaie hardwood artist:
the Gator Bowl and Clemson s 21-23 win -over Missouri.
probably pull their famous
ier the logs" dribble net. during!
THRILLING GAME
which ''Stub'' dribbles through1
And, it was an event well worth talking about.
the tall center's legs.
The Red Heads, who tour the :
Fiank He-ward and his gallant band of warriors won
or!). Corier-nce scoring cr
o. first down for
country
putting on exhibitions of
Clenuon behind the vic'ouo mere than just a victory at the Florida city. They captheir skill, had a record in the
tured the hearts of thousand;; of Tigsr rooters and
18 season of defeating - 125..
our points each to
Spirited Play Shown
men's teams. During the half
proved to thousands more that the Country Gentlemen
their
ace
free
shot
artist
and
capnight the Wilcats
had a great football team. Had Missouri come out en
By Sn^romura! Teams
tain. Hazel Walker, will challenge
Barracks Five to the
top. the many "disbelievers" or the Tiger team would
all men in the audience to try
5 to 16. Cobb got hot
.asketbali
their skill a tdropping the ball
have had a good laugh, but now they've been left withAlthough boxing drew many
for the Wildcats and dropped 14
ack
into
full
swing
on
Monthrough the hoop. Two other fea- fans last year at Clemson.
jugh the hoop. He was
out a leg to stand en. Here at Tigertown, we've known
fcures with the female artists are |
. January 2.
followed
closely
by Peak who
now
a
thing
of
the
part.
This
we had a powerful squad ever since the Bengals' rise up
the Arends sisters, Margie and
i
♦
(Continued from Page 1)
gomes being played in the little gathered in eight tallies. Cochran
popular
sport
has
been
ruled
out
I largie is the National
to stop N. C. State in that never to be forgotten goal line
gym. One of the games was one was high scorer for the losers by
IFAnhift? TaSf All Entsminger made the final plunge. AAU Beauty Queen. Another by the athletic council because it of the first high scoring games
x points. In the secstand. Now. {he whoie country knows it.
lUglllllGj laftGII
Missouri Ties Score
member of the colorful quintet ; is too dangerous to the p.
during this year's intramural
0'i the evening F ComWilbur Volz of the Missourinns is Juanita Coleman, - All-Ameri- | pants. Some of the fighters ot>GAGE SPARKLES
defeating H pany downed E Company by a
|
intercepted
one
of
Gage's
passes
can ' Pivot' ball handler.
As in so many GTemson games during the last fouri jected to this action, but the Company to the tune of 33 to 20.
■ of 23 to 19.
| after Clemson received the next
Colliers, Life, Pic, Sir, Graphic,
Mr. Cooper has made the anyears, it was Bobby Cage who led the Blue Ridgers to vi'c_J When the victorious Clemson j kickoff, and this was transplant- and Basketball Magazine have all | council held that the ring sport Roberts was the high tally man
was perilous to the boys unless for the victors with a total of nounce,
at all additions to
lory. Rorripiri Robert was again calling the plays, and the Tigers left Jacksonville on Sun- j ed into another score. Again it featured article? about Olson's they underwent a long training 16 counters and Corley led
the teams in intramural basketday
night
they
carried
two
troI
was
Entsminger
who
scored.
All-American Red Heads along period. The council maintained losers by
magnificent way in which he mixed them up caught the
-e in to him by January
phies and about thirty-seven Dawson kicked both extra points, with Bob Ripley's ''Believe -it or
mid-westerners off guard time and time again. This was Hamilton watches. The tronhy and the score was tied at 14-ail Not" and Clair Bee's "Basket- | that boxing was on the way out through the bucket. On the same 15.
i all over the country and thus night Barracks four defeated
Schoolboy's last game, and it proved to be one of his best for winning the game from Mis- j at halftime.
ball Annual."
: put a damper on the sport.
Barracks eight by a score of 22
AULL READS PAPER
The Clemson All-Stars, a team
as he passed and ran like the All-American he is to gain souri was presented to Co-Cap- [ The second-half kickoff found
Last year, Clemson's Canvas to 16. The point-maker for the* Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the detsins Bob Martin and Phil Prince i Clemson on the move again, made up of local boys, will probForce beat Georgia, and The Cit- Fourth Barracks team was Rich- partment of agricultural economtlie honor of being named the best player in the game. So, at a banquet held for the players ; Gage, Cone, and Poulos Navigated
ably feature Mitchell Clark at one , adel, tied South Carolina, and ardson with three field goals or
ill read a paper on ''Marketil is with hats off that we pay tribute to Robert Gage who of both teams. This trophy, an j all the way from the rClemson 20 of the guard positions, "Hogan" '^dropped decisions to Maryland a total of six points to his credit. ing Responsibilities in a Balanced
aligator
skin
football,
has
ini
to
the
Missouri
goal.
''Gage
raced
Patterson at the center slot and and Georgia. They placed fourth The losers had three men tied Economy" at the forthcorning
will never be forgotten at Clemson as long as the pigskin
scribed on it, 'iGator Bowl 1949—; 19 yards, and passed to Poulos to Dan Stewart at one of the iorin the Southern Conference meet for high scorer on team. These meeting of the Association of
sport prevails. His heroic performances will live in the
juri 25". This tie 15 to
i
drive.
at Columbia.
men were Ross, Shealy and Southern Agricultural Workers.
(Continued
on
Page
8)
hearts of the older folks and will long be an inspiration to "gatorskin" was presented to the j Clemson's lateral pass play paid
-1
captains
of
the
Clemson
team
by
I
off
for
the
third
time
this
season.
the future Tiger greats.
Ted Husing who broadcast the Cone took a direct snap from
MILLERS SHINE
game over a nation-wide hookup center, and lateraled back to
for NBC. The ball now rests in Gage, who found Poulos open in
The Gage-Mathews duo will be sorely missing but
the hands of the lady on top of the end zone for the score. Again
IWCKY ME ' ABOUT TO BEHOLD THE •""
the combination of Jim Miller and Jack Miller will be
the Cotton Bowl Trophy, won in Miller's true tee found its mark.
KALEIDOSCOPIC UNDULATIONS OF GRETA
1939, in the showcase of the Field
Missouri' moved t\Vo points
equally mourned. These two have continuously clickcloser
Co
Clemsan
lo.lt_r
in
the
ed all year and especially when the tallies counted most.
Bobby Gage received the sec* period as officials ruled that
The pair wcund up a colorful and spectacular season
ohd trophy gained by the Clem- Gage's pass behind" the iroal
son team in Jacksonville.
This faiied to reach out© the -playSaturday by accounting for all three exrta points and a
trophy for being the most val- ing field. In other words, the
very important freld goal. Another tip of the hat to
uable player in the 'Gator
ball hit in the end zone for an
these boys whe have played most important roles in
S Day 1950. was automatic safety.
presented to "Schoolboy" at the
the wins.
This might have .beer.
Qfluet that the 'Gator gave Clemson th«
Cone
MANY GRADUATING
Bowl trophy was presented. The kicked off dee;tierThe win over Missouri was lire 1 lib straight for the award consists of a full-sized ritory, and the "Show fee" Tigers
Howardmcn who started their victory march back in 19 17. gold-plated -football, and Gage were unable to budge. Clemson's
rX' ROMANCE CERTAINLY1,
v as chosen as the winner o
fferisive move
'SEEMS TO BE ON THE" •
Naturally we hope the string of victories will continue next coveted award by the sports uri te
:
oc- being stopSO
HORIZON, MY GAY LOTHARIO
year, bat its going to be rough sledding with names like
ing the game.
oed on the 15. Jack Miller came:
o Hamilton watches received in to kick a field goal at an angle
Cage, Martin. Salisbury, Cillespie, Gainer, Prince and others
/AH, MY ROMANTIC ODALISQUE
DAVE, YOU'VE'GOT CIGARETTE
at the banquet were presented to considered difficult.
EVEN GRETA'S BEAUTY CANT
HANGOVER. WHY NOTmissing from the lineup. Clemson will be playing a very the whole football team by tl
Goal Nearly 50 Yards
COMPARE WITH -HRUMPH/
CHANGE TO PHILIP MORRIS, WTry
tough schedule next year with Rice as the only newcomer. 'Gator Bowl. On the back of
The ball was actually placed:
ULP- HRUMPH / PARDON ME
THE ONLY LEADING CIGARETTE
FOP. CLEARING'
PROVED DEFINITELY, LESS
Neely's boys will be rugged, especially in the line, as wiil each watch is engraved a small down on the 23. Gsunfeg theIRRITATING "
football with the words "Gator io yards between, the goal line
up and coming Duquesne and Auburn. Boston Colelge, N. Eow! 'og'- inside of the pigskin.
and the goal pi ioot probC. State, and Miss. State will furnish their visual rugged onGne other trophy was coniis- ably carried close to 50 -yards. It i
game in Jackson- appeared that Miller put every
position, and Wake Forest loses only four or five men this cated
on
January
1. It was one muscle in his body to working on i
year and also had one of the' best freshman teams in the of the purple and gold
flags with ' this play.
nation. These contests, along with the traditionally bitter- the letter "C" on it that flew. Missouri came back. They
agstaffs on the moved to the Clemson 20. Brazclashes with Furman and South Carolina, constitute a slate
'Gator Bowl stadium. This un- nell, a southpaw pitcher, found
that would give trouble to Notre Dame. True, we will have official
trophy was acquired by Kenny Be
a goodly amount of backfield talent returning, but don't let a Clemson student and is now'two Clemson
on the
oped
this glittering array of ball carriers take too much of your hanging in the lobby of the Field goal line. " All three
the ball, but Bounds came.
attention. Cast your eyes on the forward wall. What do House.
down with the oval and fell
you see? We see vacancies, many of them, at the tackle
across the goal line.
That was the fourth an
and guard slots. Not only have we lost our first string
,***
Gator
Bowl, with. Clemson and
BUILD YOUR VOCABULARY.
guards and tackles, but most of the replacements are also
Missov
NADIR — As low cs you can get;
leaving. You just don't lose men like these and not sufferClemson and Missouri were
directly under foot.
By
Dick
Ross
entertained on Saturday mirht
almost disastrous results. We did have a good freshman
CORYBANTIC — Wild with excitement
KALEIDOSCOPIC - Many-colored.
team, but remember the old saying, "experience is the best
Clemson's swimming team is by the Gator Bowl Association
technicolor, in fact.
'^
at the George Washington
looking
forward
to
a
good
season
teacher,'' before you go putting the ' 1!) Tigers in a 1950 NewUNDULATIONS - What panther women
Hotel. A reception was held at
this year with Rod Brisendo
and serpents do, looping around , /
Year's Day attraction.
spark them in the diving depart- 6:30, with a banquet at 7:30.
gracefully.

Clemson Boxing
Oyst-ed By Council

Tigers Close Best Season
i@$ Taken
By Tigers At Bow!

DAVE FROM
LOVE'S NADIR JO
CORYBANTICJCSTASY

m

Brisendine Stars
Tiger Tank Team

y

TANK TEAM PRACTICES
Clemson's swimming team is working out daily at
the "Y" pool under the watchful eye cf Coach C. M. McHugh. Meets with V. M. L. V. P. I., the University of
Georgia and several others have been scheduled for the
paddlers. Four trips including ones to FlGrida and Virginia, have been planned for the tankers.
There has been little response to the call for fresh.
man swimmers, so the first year men are working out
with the varsity. However, Coach McHugh points out
that it's not too late for interested boys to try out for
either team.
HOOPSTERS PLAY SATURDAY
Banks McFadden's cagers swing into.action Saturday
ater two weeks" holiday lull when they take on Citadel's
Bulldogs here. The cagers haven't been very successful to
date, having dropped 5 out of 6 games, but the Charlestonians should prove to be Ure second prey for the victory-hungry Tigers.
The McFaddenmen haven't suffered a loss in the stale
yet by Furman's cagers, who tripped the Georgia Bulldogs
the other night. They will have a good chance of winning
the state crown. Neither of the other Palmetto quints have
shown themselves to be powerhouses.

ment. Rod. a native of East
Point. Ga., is a senior this year
and is majoring in Textile Engineering.
In high school Rod was a
football, basketball and
star. During his football career
in high school, Rod sparked his
m_
pionship in 1942. That same season Brisendine held the state
punting with a 47.5 average.
While attending high school Rod
won three letters in football,
basketball, and track. Rod proved
his ability in track by capturing
the state pole vaulting in 1943 and
placing third in the high jump
event.
Brisendine went to the Navy in
1943 where he graduated from
flight school and received his
wings along with the commission
of ensign.
Rod won a letter in football
his first year at Clemson. The
next season he received a knee
injury which has kept him off the
gridiron since. This injury did
not however, keep Rod from
using his talents some other way,
for he has been doing a great job

Awards and trophies were presented at the banquet. Coach
Frank Howard of Clemson and
Coach Don Faurot of Missouri
were given handsome toilet sets
and then each ccach presented
their players with watches,
gift of the Gator Bowf.
Bobby Gage was presented a
^^ . fof the most valuable
P'ayer m tne game by Henry Mc}f™°™ of McNaught Syndicate.
led u HusmS ' of the National
Broadcasting Company gave Bob
Martin and Phi Prince a genuine
alligator football. Walter MjcRae,
president of the Gator Bowl Association, presented Chester Fritz.
captain of the Missouri team, a
live alligator. That was Fritz'
wish when he came to Jacksonville, that he be given a live alligator to take back to Missouri.
Immediately following the ban2Ufi'
held.

LOTHARIO — The greatest Smoker pf
time" before Bulova.
. ->'f
ODALISQUE —An Oriental charmer.
y£
FULMINATING — Exploding, thundering.. M
CIGARETTE HANGOVER-That.stale,
yS
smoked-out taste; that tight, dry feeling /in your throat due to smoking.
^M
IRIDESCENT —Changing colors under light, j
AURIOLA - Golden halo.
^~*rN*
..EUPHONIOUS -Pleasant-sounding,
\

=**- ^

Our Story Pointe a 7?ea/ Morvti
Ouf campus story has a definite purposertoTnake youtenlize
,the genuine-;DIFFERENCE that PHILIP"MORRisjpossesses. We
have full proof of that, but too extensive to be^scientifically
detailed here. We cordially invite interested students engaged
,in chemistry and pre-medical work^to write: our Research
Department, Philip Morn* Company, 'll9 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N..Y.

a fl001 Sh W and d3nCe WaS

'
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diving for the swimming team,
Rod was the main diver in '47
and '48 and is headed for another
good season with the*Tiger amphibians.

CALL

yWc,
AN

VV

-iK

J

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Thursday, January 6, 1949

Clemson Tank Team
Prepares For Season
Clemson's swimming team is
now working out daily in preparation for the opening meet of
the 1949 season. Under the very
able direction of Coach CM. McHugh, the tank team is slowly
taking shape, and beginning to
show promise of becoming a winning outfit.
Coach McHugh will rely very
greatly upon the speed and experience of six returning lettermen from last year's squad.
These men are Converse, who
swims the 100 and the 50 yard
crawl events, Parker, a long-distance crawl man, Jacobs, longdistance back stroker, Moore, who
swims the crawl and the back
stroke. Brisendine, diver and
dash swimmer, and Tabor, who
swims the breast stroke.
Among the new men who are
showing up well are Klinck, Watson and Boykin. These men are
overcoming their lack of actual
experience by working hard and
will very likely be doing a lot of
fine water work for the Tigers.
Ten different teams will definitely meet the Tigers on the
water and several others are
scheduled tentatively. Meets have
been arranged with the University of Georgia, Emory, V. P. I.,
V. M. I., the University of South
Carolina, the College of Charleston, the University of Florida,
Rollins, Pensacola, and Camp LeJune, S. C.
Coach McHugh has planned
four trips for his tankmen. These
trips will take in two meets. On
the first trip, the Clemson team
will meet V. M. I. and V. P. I.
The second trip will take them
into the deep south for meets
with the University of Florida
and Rollins College. Next, the
Bengals will invade the University of South Carolina for the
purpose of drowning the Gamecocks. The fourth and last trip
will be to Atlanta, where meets
have been scheduled- with the
powerful teams from Emory and
the" University of Georgia.
Anyone who is interested in
trying out for the swimming
team is asked to meet Mr. McHugh at the YMCA any day at
five o'clock. Although there are
no meets scheduled for freshmen, several of them are practicing with the varsity in order
to gain the necessary experience
for a berth on next year's team.
All interested freshmen are urged, to try out for the team.

ACTION IN THE GATOR BOWL
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Coach's Wife Leads
Life Of Anxe.ities
By ANNA HOWARD

JACKSONVILLE, Fla.—I donM think being a football
coach's wife is as tough as trying to-write a piece for a
newspaper. All Iv'hs
!o So he a conch's wife is wOrry
when Frank worries and worry when Frank don't worry
because I think maybe lie ought to he worrying about some'
thing; smile who:; I'm supposed to smile and call Frank's
By JIM RICE
friends by their rigbJ miiiies; he sloic and yet properly con_
eerned when we lose one we are.supposed to win; be elated
During the 1948 football season in which Clemson had
to the right degree when we win one we probably should
its most successul season in many a year, there has been
have lost; and thank the right people for Hie right Christquite a bit of skepticism as to just how good the team really
mas presents or cards.
j was. In this column we will try to show just what the
Oh, yes, I tell friends, I dc; ■*
[ opinion of some of the most noted sportswriters in the coun- have anything to do^with
: try think after witnessing the spectacular performance plays and wh
given by the Tigers against a strong Missouri team which somebody else harries the tick| was considered to be one of the strongest elevens in the en- ets—and,, and—well, there are a
j tire.country. We will also express the opinions of some of few more details to being c
joaeh';; wife in addition to the
One of the test of Clemson's
| the most noted football enthusiasts here at Clemson who regular job of housekeeper: Y.qu
host of fine basketball players is
followed the team down to Jacksonville to witness their know we have two children. Alice Dv/ight ''Ding Dong". Bell, sharpj
nr>ig»' \ shooting forward and holder of
home team put on a show that will long be remembered in now 12, and sh
worry a little about football. three block C's for playing basthe annals of Clemson football history.
gamesf and Frank, 6, who is still ketball for the Tigers.
"Ding
First, let us look back at the predictions of one of the content to deal in cowboys and Dong" is now a senior, and since
baseball.
his freshman year, he has played
most noted sportswriters in the business, namely, GrantNow writing a column is a dif-. forward-' for die Tiger basketball
land Rice. Mr. Rice has expressed his honest opinions as! ferent job.
Ever since H;
team and has been awarded a
j Clemson's All-Southern halfback, Bobby Gage, elides several Missouri tacklers and breaks into
to the strength of Clemson throughout the entire season,; sauntered up to me at the pay letter for every year.
\ the clear for a gain of five yards to aid in the Be igals' 24-23 victory over Missouri in the 'Gator
window of the dog races aric
Although basketball is Bell's
and to the relief of all Clemson supporters he has proved | asked rne'to write something for
j Bowl at Jacksonville.
himself very wrong in many instances. Of course he has him, I've.been wondering what ;est sport, he made a name for
himself in football and in track.
versity of South Carolina, and had little contact with the actual strength of the Tigers for to say. I told him to do it fo: During his freehman year here
me, but he just shrugged "Y. at Clemson he played end for
Davidson College. These are the
teams that Clemson met on the he has made his choices purely from statistics and by what said the Reck Kill people would *he Junior Varsity team. An inj
he wrote jury, of a leg muscle prevented
track field last year and it is he has heard Nfrom other sportswriters. One of his most recognize anything
I
very likely that these teams will notable comments came just prior to the Gator Bowl game by bad English, and misspelled him from furthering his career
j
words. So here i# is New Year's on the gridiron. Last year was
all be included on the 1949 sche- and reads as follows:
]
dule.
Eve, the day before perhaps our Bell's first try at track.
His
"We must put in a word for Clemson. Clemson,
j Practice for the 1948 edition of*
toughest game of the season and. specialty was the four-hundred
Coach Norman also plans to
the Clemson College Tiger track strengthened by the service of take men to the Southern ConI'm
writing
a
newspaper
piece.
like Auburn, has been ignored too much in the South
and forty yard dash and the mile
Well, I can truthfully say this relay,, but because' of his inexteam will get underway early in several men who won a number ference tract meet which will
by too many teams. Both belong to the aristicracy of
—our best season, the present one
February. This year, the team of points but fell just short of probably be held at Chapel Hill,
perience in track he was unable
Southern football, looking back over 40 years. Both
of course, has been cur toughest
will meet about the same teams the number needed to earn their N. C, on May the twenty-first.
to earn a letter. This year, howin
the
Howard
household
where
The
South
Carolina
State
meet,
will play anybody—just as Notre Dame will—if the
as last year, with the possibility
ever, he plans to try' again and
the worry department is located. it is very likely that he "will beof adding one more team to their block letter. They are Boyd, tentatively slated for May the
strength is there to meat.
fifteenth
at
Presbyterian
College
It
works
like
this:
when
you
win
Bell,
Brisendine,
Clark,
Cureton,
already rough schedule.
come a standout on Clemson's
It has been claimed that Clemson won the Southa ball game or so to start the track team.
Track Coach A. W. Norman Chalker, Graham, B r a n n e r, will also be included in the trips
season, things look fairly rosy.
ern Conference championship through its schedule.
will rely upon fourteen returning Hudson, Gage, Edwards, Ornette, of some of the Tiger track men.
In high school, Dwight played
The Pressure Was On
,\ettermen to take the bulk of the and J. E. Williams. Several men | A few of the men on the team
Why ^didn't North Carolina, Duke, and others play
two years of football for Charwho
show
promise
and
hard
work
Then if you drop one or maybe lcston High School; Later, he
scoring for the Tracksters. These from the cross—country team will ■
Clemson? It wasn't Clemson's fault.
two, things don't look as rosy as Diayed one year oi football for
men are: Jack Ross and Jos be trying for a berth on the will be taken to the Florida Relays on March the twenty-eighth.
Missouri is a tough test for any team. Missouri
Hard wick, two - nailers; Hank track team.
they did, but the pressure is off. : chicora High School at his native
l The South Carolina indoor meet
Chambers and Spook Pulkinen,
But when we win, like we did town, Naval Base, S. C.
was
good enough to beat S. M. U., including Doak
One of the most outstanding wili be held the last Saturday in
this past fall, and keep on winhalf-milers; Bob Rayle and Gil members of last year's track
Bcll is row a senior arid a secWalker
on
a
big
day.
I
don't
think
Clemson
can
beat
R u s h t o n\
one-milers;
Bugs team was Jimmy Brown, a fresh- | February, and it is likely that
ning, why the pressure grows, ond lieutenant in the Cadet
Missouri in the Gator Bowl. But it should be quite a
with each Saturday. Well, you j
Thompson, 220 and 440 yard man who has already won wide j the Clemson Tigers will be well(Continued on Page 8)
know what happened. We got to
dashes; Tom Coursey, 440 yard ' recognition as a halfback on the j represented in that event.
battle."
the Wake game and the strain .
relay runner; George Faccin, shot I freshman football team. Brown j All facts taken into consideraObviously Mr. Rice was being as fair as he could be in was terrific. We had a good to us. Our new ruto, Smithfield
put, discus, 100 and 220 yard pole-vaulted thirteen feet in the tion, Clemson should do very well
in
track
this
year,
but
the
team
his
selection
of the winner of the Gator Bowl game, but we chance to lose that one, but" our hams, country sausage, a handdashes, Bummy Townsend, high Southern Conference track meet
jun1) and pole vault; "Hasty" to place first in that event. will have to go some to better here at Clemson are awfully glad his prediction didn't come boys were ready and just couldn't 3©me0 radio, -shuts for Frank,
let us down. That brought on fruits, and even a moustache cofDoffort, high-low hurdles; W. A. I Brown also placed first in pole- the fine records of some of the true.
all the bowl talk.
nie pouring in.
Holshouser, shop put; Jimmy vaulting in Clemson's meet with individuals on last year's team.
We imagine that now after reading all accounts and
Whew! Then we got to the Au- I. guc'
did have to
Brown, polo vault; Bobby Wil- South "Carolina. He was a stand- With the return of many of the
game! I knew Frank w:during some
liams, broad jump and Cy Kivetx, out all season for the Tigers and old men and the addition of some Statistics of the game, Mr. Rice is of the opinion that Clemnew ones, the team will unbut genjavelin thrower.
scored better than twenty points doubtedly make a fine name for son belongs very definitely to the big time school af football. looking for trouble but I dp*'! of those 1
think any of us know just how Y-~li oeen kind to
The team will be further to earn his first block letter.
itself during this season.
Arnold Finnewrock, sports editor of the Jackson,
much. I was "the very pale us:
Some of the other high scoring
woman" in • the Clemson stands
Right new tho- - h I've got to
ville
Times-Union,
says:
"It's
high
time
every
one
Clemson
trackmen
included
losing
to
Georgia
by
a
large
marClemson's basketeers face The
that
gloomy
afternoon.
That,
I
send.oi.t
\o a
nlle grocSCOUTS
SOLICIT
COSTUMES
recognizsd the fact that Clemson College has a first rate
Citadel here Saturday night af- j gin in Athens, the Tigers lost a Townsend, Pulkinen, Thompson,
think, was the toughest game I cry store ana get a jar of peanut
Clemson's Girl Scouts are tryter a two weeks absence from the heartbreaker to the Bulldogs in a Faccin, Doffort, Williams and
sat through in the nine years butter. You kno\ ' when Frank
football team.
hardwoods. Coach McFadden's return engagement here. Rich- Holshouser. All these men scored ing to build up the costume room
Frank has been head coach—al- is worried befcre a game he eats
"While
Coach
Frank
Howard's
Tigers
from
South
more
than
twenty
points
all
of
at
Calhoun-Clemson
School.
The
cagers will be out for their second mond and Wake Forest also handthough I'm not forgetting that peanut butter the night before—
Carolina swept through their regular 10-game schewin of the season against the ed the Bengals last minute de- them were outstanding all sea- girls will accept any type of cosBig
Thursday close call we had anfl I don't have to tell anyone
son.
,
tumes for plays or pageants that
feats.
Charleston cadets.
Yd abatrt this one.
dule unbeaten and untied to win the Southern Conferback in October.
The
Saturday
night
affair
Coach
Norman
said
that
tentapeople
care
to
donate.
The hoopsters have dropped
jjes, I'm
too.
But
there's
one
thing
I
want
to
ence
championship,
some
persons
said
they
were
lucky.
The troops will " canvass the
five tilts to date. They lost to should be a thriller between two tive meets were on schedule with
say
right
here
and
now—
I
disGeorgia twice, Wake Forest, teams that are determined to re- Presbyterian College, Furman campus on Wednesday, January
"Be that as it may, the Purple and Orange gridagree with Mrs. Gtuhldrehr. wife
University, Wofford College, Uni- 12.
Richmond and Maryland. After, gain their winning ways.
ders from South Carolina, a seven-point underdog in
of Wisconsin's coach, who said in
Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
her story that football fans aren't
pre-game wagering, stunned the favored Missouri Tigers
human. Mabe her fans aren't,
Open Until 1:09 A. M.
with two touchdowns in the first quarter and held on to
human, but our fans have been
gain a 24-23 victory yesterday in the most exciting
pretty swell to us,' win or lose. I
TIGER'S DEN
Maybe we've received more gifts
game ever played in the history of the Gator Bowl."
this _ season but as a rule the
Opposite Post Office
This is as fine a tribute to the Tigers as any we have Clemson people have been nice
seen thus far and we thank our lucky stars that people in
general are beginning to realize more and more that Clemson has the powerhouse which it has all season been boasts
SO R R E,L L S
REFRIGERATION AND
ing.
ELECTRIC CO.
Another noteworthy comment on the Clemson victory
Electric Supplies—Radio Sales
and Service
was made by Jake Penland of the South Carolina State paFrigidaire Appliances
per'. Mr. Penland is an ardent Carolina admirer; but he put
Clemson
Seneca
SENECA. S.C
in plugs for Clemson whenever he deemed them worthy.
His comment on the Gater Bowl game was:
"In taking Don Faurot's Missourians, the Tigers
ongratulations to the Great 1948 Clemson Football
from South Carolina exhibited a smooth, well-executed
Team. I really enjoyed this season .
offensive and some fierce defensive work. This writer
was impressed mostly by two things: (1) The Clemson
pass patterns that looTced so good and worked so well
and (2) the job the Clemson coaches did in scouting
the opposition. The fighting gentlemen, from South
Carolina came through with a colorful and magnificent
performance and were deserving of their triumph over
a fine Missouri club. Frank Howard, his able staff of
assistants, and a great squad gave Clemson its greatest
AND BUS STATION
football year since 1900. And in skyrocketing the name
Phone 3981
C. C. Dubose
of Clemson high in football heaven, these terrific Tigers
• soothe* rough, chapped hand*
Regular I size bottle
brought
recognition
and
honor
to
their
State
of
South
• creamy-smooth. ..fragrant
now only fm ^*\(t
Carolina. TMis column salutes Frank Howard's Tigers,
COKE AND SANDWICH OUNTER
• softens skin from head to toe
who
played
hard
and
clean
and
triumphantly
through• protects against weather
Large $2 size
exposure
out 1948 and into the first of 1949."
Pipes — Stationery — Shaeffer and Parker Pens
now$l
• guards against complexion
Many such comments have been made by noted sportsdryness
Economy carton
writers all over the country and we hope that after such a
• doubles as a make-up
(6-$l size bottles) for only $3.
great showing against such a powerful organization as Misfoundation
all prices plus fax
souri will give the skeptics a much better opinion of Clemson, and make them realize Clemson's rightful place among
Come in or fShone today.' Safe for limited time only1.
MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHES
the nation's top teams.
Pick your fabric and name your style and we'll
Now let us look at some of the comments made by local Clemsonians who followed the team to Jacksonville
attend to the FIT
New Year's Day.
R. F. Poole, president of Clemson College, made the
following statement expressing his pleasure at the team's
RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.
victory:
The Official College Book Store
Clemson, S. C.
ANDERSON, S. C.
"I was pleased that our Clemson team proved that
it
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of
the
nation
by
the
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ents With Money Waiting
SPORTFACTS IN FOCUS
(Continued from Page 7)

*(o-op Book Money
Is Now Available

nificent manner in which it wen the 1949 Gator Bowl
game.
"The coordinated and. spirited attack used in winning all of its games this fall and th» fact that most of
the boys are home products (Southern boys) merits
our commendation.
"Likewise, we cannot overlook praising our coaches
for a job well done."
We think President Poole is more than satisfied with
the showing that the team put on as is everyone else here,
abouts.
Hoke Sloan, local clothing merchant and coach of the
tennis team, further said, "I thought Clemson beat the best
team they had ever played. In my opinion, Missouri had
the best offensive team I've ever seen."
We might add at this point that Mr. Sloan has seen
several first rate teams play this year, including North Carolina, and he expressed the opinion that Missouri definitely
had the better team.
Moreover, he said, "There were more Clemson supporters there than at any other Clemson game I've ever
;seen.
"I'm not sure that there is a team in the U. S. which
could beat us on neutral ground. I've seen all the games
all season long and Clemson has it. The team at all limes
,has pulled through when the chips were down."
Mr. M. II. Bruner, local representative of the DuPont
Chemical Co., and resident of Clemson, says, "The outstanding thing of the game was the spirit in which they
played. I am glad to see that the sportswriters realize that
Clemson is a big time team. It was heads up play the whole
j
way through."
|
Another well known man around the campus whp has '
followed the Clemson Tigers ardently is Capt. George Cokely. Capt. Cokely expressed the following comment: "I
had an opportunity to view films of the Missouri team, and
knew they had a great running back. Stopping this attack
would determine whether or not Clemson would win.
"The first quarter put me more at ease, and as I realized
that we could capitalize on breaks and equal Missouri's attack, I knew we would be okay.
"It was the kind of game the average man waits years
to see, *br it had every type of scoring in the book.
"The two biggest thrills were Windy Wyndham's block
of Entsminger and the ballcarrier, and Jack Miller's field
goal."
From these comments we are able to gather the general opinion which exists as to who was the greatest team
in the Gator Bowl, arid we feel sure that it was CJemson's
day as it has been all'through the season.
Many people- win now realize that Clemson is not a
small time football team and will rate with the best of
them.
We have heard many people express the desire that
they could have seen a game between Clemson and North
Carolina; its certainly not Clemson's fault that they didn't,
as Mr. Grantland Rice has previously said, but ye olde scribe
feels sure that had the two teams met, Clemson would not
have been found wanting.
*

VISIT

*

The Anderson Hardware Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Students at Clemson Look

All American Girls
(Continued from Page 6)

Several hundred Clamson Col- wards. The local boys have playlege students can receive money ed one game this year as the
from the sale of second-hand "Tiger" goes to press against the
oooks by calling at the Student- Easley Mills team. The Mill team
Co-op, according to an announce- defeated the Clemsonians by the
slim margin of 64 to 51. The Allment by officials,of the co-op.
Stars have two more games on
The students are:
C. P. Anderson, G. B. Ander- the slate before the big game
son, L. V., Andrews, Jr., J. H. with the Red Heads, one with
Aichele, William Thomas Ash- the faculty of Clemson and the
ley, C. D. Armstrong, R. E. Ack- other with the Seneca American
erman, H. F. Adickese, Jr., Lal- Legion Team.
den P..Booth, D. D. Blocker, R.
R. Brown, E. G. Brown, E. E. How Team Was Named
Bishop,' Joseph ' William Burnett. All-Aiherican Redheads
C- E. Berman, D. G. Bar-net," Theo
In the year 1936, C. M. Olson,
E. Boliver, B. C. Brown, W. C.
Barker, E. G. Berman, Charles known as "Ole" Olson, who had
Bailes, Jr., E. T. Broadwell Olin just played some 3,000 profesE Baxley, Eugene Berman, P. G. sional games with his famous |
Barnett, Jr., A. W. Burger, O. H. Original Olson's Terrible Swedes, j
Bellamy Jr.. H. D Boykin, Lu- conceived the idea of organizing j
the fastest Girls team in this land
ther S. Bird.
Also, D. L. Craig, James E. of ours, strong enough to com- !
Craig, J. L. Crapse, William J. pete with the best men's clubs:
Childress, W. L. Campbell, Paul under straight men's rules and '
j
Claighty, Jr., R. B. Cromwell, W. asking no favor of man.
„,„.,,.
, ,
!
G. Cann, J. A. Caligan, Ernest H.
The first big task was to!
Cappelmon, Jr., Allen B. Carver "name' this girls' club. Hundreds '
.iomer Coker, J. W. Inabets, Jr. of names were considered, then
Also, T. A. Jeffords, N. F. Jeff- it came true. Mrs. Olson, who j
ooats, O. R. Judy, T, F. Jackson,
I
A. H. Jester, Stanley Kohn, K.
' I
N. Koolark, r., D. H. Kirby, H.
M. Kennerdy, W. C. Kennerdy, | Sharp, W C. Sperman, J. C.
:
W. B. King, J. H. King, W S. Thrailkill, V. L. Turner, J. O. I
earse, J. M. Lemmon, F. M. Lake, | Thuler, P. N. Trakas, R. C. :
L. P. Dandgraf, W. E. Lipman,, Pruett, R. T. Thomas, Jr., H.!
C. E. Lander, W. H. Lewis, W. L. I Tally, C. J. Trippe, F. R. Trow- !
Lynn, L. W. Lowell, J B. Link, I bridge.
I
J. F. Lyles, E. S. Latto, G. H.
Also, H. E. Ulmer, R. I. Webb,
McCarey,. H. C. McClure/H. T. D. A. Watson, W. W. Wilson,
McClure, W. D. McGee, S. E. Mc- M. M. Weimberg, R. E. Waddell,
Gregor, Ben McDowell, R. K. Mc- Jr., W. W. Wheeler, W. C. WaltKenna, J. C. McLane, Jr., C. W. ers, M. M. Wood, S.. W. Wilburn,
McGraw, W. E. McCowan, B. M. S. M. Witherspoon, E. W. WeekMcNeely.
ley, W. L. Welch, K. C. Dise, EuAlso, C. R. Martin, C. W. Mar- gene Weest, L- H. Waier, J. A.
tin, ■ George Milne, T. V. Mims, Wyse, H. K. Williamson, W. T.
W. W. Mathias, J .E. Millsay, Jr., Ware, H. H. Williams.
J. W. Miller, C. A. Major, R. G.
Moore, W. L. Marlow, Lloyd Mitchell, W. D. Matthews, Ray Morris, A. B. Morgan,.Jr., J. H. Dunn,
C. B. Dixon, L. M. Dribble, Samuel E. DuRant, L. A. Dodd, C. H.
Deisher, W. K. • Dickson, D. A.
Dukes, G. C. Dyrden, Ray Dubose, George Douglas, Charles F.
Davenport, Walter L. Davis,
Charles W. Ellis, L. A. Ellison,
F. C. Emanuel, J. M. Erwin,
George Fluiet, C. E. Freeman,
George C. Finklea, Tally S. Fox,
C. J. Fripp.
Also, Robert A. Gettys,, Jr.,
Wildo J. Gray, J.D. Glenn, R.
N. Goethe, S. B. Geddings, Miles
E. Gettys, John M. Goodman, D.
M. Howie, G. M. Harris, A. M
Howard, Jr., Gordon Harrelsqn,
Rush W. Hood, John D.,Hart,
John M. Harper, Jr., A. W. Hollingsworth, J. B. Herlong, H. H.
Herman, M. D. Richlin, J. D. Hyder, Sue Holden, J. M. Hu'tchins,
G. C. Hedden, G. H. Holland, J.
E. Hill, R. G. Hanna, Jr., F. B.
Hill, W. R. Hayne, I. O. Miller, T.
D. Mills, .J.A Martin, J. C. Nichols, A. Nuttall, H. C. Nickles, W.
J. Park, J. E. Pettigrew, A. P.
Playler, C. H. Presher, J. R.
Parker, J. S. Paget, Jr., S. B.
Paysinger, E. H. Rhyne, R. C.
Rountree.
Also, R. R. Smith, W. A. Sloan,
a. C. Sleigh, J. D. Smith, J. W.
Smith, J. H. Smith, J. A. Smith,
3. P. Seay, .L. W. Sanders, J. W.
Sanders, W. M. Shenden, Willam Sheppard, E. B. Stanley, Jr.,
E. B. Stanley, Jr., J. .C. Scott, L.
S Surygent, B. J. Stanek, R. E.
Stephens, T. Q. Seffords, D. C

owned and operated a ckain of
Beatuy Salons in Missouri and
Arkansas suggested the name of
RED HEADS. "Ole" added the
"ALL AMERICAN," herififi one
of the most famous names in all
basketball was born to the Sport
World—"ALL AMERICAN RED
HEADS."
Several All American selections
were secured as talent, they were
trained in the difficult "WHEEL"
ball handling system made famous by the three greatest clubs
in pro ball ,the "Terrible
Swedes," "Gloge Trotters" and
New York "Celtics.' The "Red
Heads' became the first and only
women's ball handling club expert enough to display the
"wheel" in actual conflict.
During World War II, the "Red
Heads" were taken off the road
three consecutive seasons, 194243, 44, 45. The players all took
up patriotic positions with a large
aircraft plant in . Wichita, Kansas. "Ole" did his part for the
armed forces by raising thousands
of chickens during these three
seasons.
1945 when the Red Heads were
'
ut back on the road the
Pback
'
y came
with a new
basketball show
of comedy and fun added to expert player talent.
Many new
stunts were originated. The "Piggy-Back" play and under-leg
dribble act were first originated
by these same Red Heads. Nationat 'magazines took up, the crusade
for the
Sreat Red Heads show,
climaxed by "Collier's" 'Magazine
of February 8, 194 'which dubbed

SPORTING GOODS
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SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

Bell In Fourth Year
(Continued from Page 7)
Corps. He has recently been offered a commission in the U. S.
Army Air Forces, but so far he
has not made any definite decision on the affair.- Dwight hopes
to complete work on his degree
in Textile Engineering next
August and is considering giving
up his chance for a commission
for a job in this field.
On the campus here at the
Home of the Tigers, Bell is active
in several different types of affairs. In addition to athletics,
he participates in the . activities
of Beta Sigma Chi and the Block
C Club.
Dwight Bell has proven himself to be the kind of man Clemson is proud of, and when he
graduates next fall the Tigers
will have lost a fine basketball
player.

-RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
-ADMIRAL RADIOS

MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE
Seneca, S. C.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina

the girls "Red Head—You Kill
Me!"
Hence it happened in the year
1936 when the little city of Cassville, Missouri, deep in the heart
of the famous "Ozarks," where
the fishing is good and out-door
life is most popular, became the
—"Cassville, Mo., Home of the
Red Heads."
The prices for the game Tuesday night will be fifty cents for
students and one dollar for adults.

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes

Complete Outfitters to Men, Young
Men and Students

igmgion Auto Parts Co.
SENECA, S. C.
Phones 383 and 777

108 N. MAIN STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

WALHALLA, S. C.
Phone 186
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"Chesterfield is MY
cigarette. I smoke them
because they're MILDER."

STARRING IN

"PALE FACE"

HIS LATEST PARAMOUNT PICTURE

SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

FOR THE BEST
IN STUDENT BUYS
USE STUDENTS'
COURTESY CARDS

if red h.n PUJmc

FUR.N ISHINGS

FOR JAIN

7 W. Washington Street
218 N. MAIN
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Clemson Theatre

4fM til

Clemson, S. C.
FRIDAY, JAN.'7
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'SITTING PRETTY
Frigidaires

Radios
SENECA, S. C.

Clifton Webb, Maureen O'Hara
Robert Young
Brought back by popular demand.

MAKE YOURS THE MILDER CIGARETTE

SATURDAY, JAN. 8

"Chesterfield is my idea of a Milder smoke. I never
found any other cigarette that could take Chesterfield's
place. It's My cigarette."

'MEET JOHN DOE'
GENE ANDERSON'S DEP'T STORE

Gary Cooper
Barbara Stanwyck

VISIT OUR COMPLETE LINE OF MEN'S

MON.-TUES., JAN. 10-11

Rcady-to-Wear

'ONE TOUCH OF
VENUS'

212-214 South Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

-

Ann Gardner

>&oc

VOTED THE MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
IN THE AMERICAN LEAGUE

WED.-THUR, JAN. 12-13
YOU CAN'T BEAT VALUE

'BEYOND GLORY'
Alan Ladd, Donna Reed

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE-BY LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY
.Copyright 194S>, lioorrt &

MVJRS TOUOCO CO.

